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DEVELOPMENT OF 3-D FINITE ELEMENT MODELS 


G4(2W) Guardrail Model 


A detailed finite element model of the G4(2W) guardrail system was developed and the 


finite element analysis code LS-DYNA was used to conduct crash analyses of the barrier system.  


The finite element model for each component of this system has been developed and validated in 


previous research projects [Plaxico98; Plaxico02; Plaxico07] and were implemented directly into 


the finite element model of the G4(2W) guardrail where appropriate.  


The guardrail model consisted of 13.5 ft (4.13 m) lengths of 12-gauge w-beam rail 


(RWM02a), 6x8 inch cross-section wood posts with lengths of 64 inches (PDE01) or 72 inches 


(PDE02), and 6x8x13 inch wood blockouts (PDB01). The splice bolts (FBB01) connecting the 


w-beam rail elements together were modeled in geometric detail with rigid material properties. 


The bolts fastening the w-beam rail to the posts (FBB04) were modeled with beam elements with 


material properties modeled as piecewise linear plasticity; however, the nuts and bolt heads were 


modeled with rigid material properties since deformations or these components were expected to 


be insignificant to the results. [Component designators refer to the AASHTO-ARTBA-AGC 


hardware Guide AASHTO04]. The nuts were tightened onto the bolts using nonlinear springs 


and dampers.  The posts were spaced at 75 inches (1.905 m) center-to-center. The w-beam rail 


was positioned such that the top of rail was 27-5/8 inches (650.9 mm) above ground.  


The boundary conditions on the upstream and downstream ends of the guardrail model 


were modeled with nonlinear springs attached to the ends of the w-beam rail.  The stiffness 


properties of the boundary springs were intended to correspond to a two-BCT post anchor system 


with foundation tubes and groundline strut, as defined in [Plaxico03].  The post-soil interaction 


was modeled using two methods: (1) post model embedded in a soil continuum of SPH and solid 


elements and (2) Post model supported by an array of non-linear springs based on the subgrade 


reaction approach. Each of these methods will be discussed in more detail in the following 


sections.  


Figure 1shows the overall dimensions of the guardrail model, and Figure 2 shows a close 


up view illustrating the level of detail in the geometry and finite element mesh.  
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Figure 1.  Finite element model of the G4(2W) Guardrail. 


 


 


 


Figure 2. Angle perspective view illustrating typical components of guardrail model. 
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Splice Connection Model 


An important consideration in modeling the w-beam rails is the splice connections that 


fasten the individual rail sections together. The splice is often the point where structural failure 


occurs during impact.[Polivka99] W-beam guardrails are connected by overlapping the ends of 


the rail sections and clamping them together using eight 16-mm diameter bolts and nuts, as 


shown in Figure 3. In a study conducted by Ray et al., the performance of w-beam splices were 


analyzed using the results of full-scale crash tests, laboratory experiments and finite element 


simulation.[Ray01a; Ray01b] In the G4(2W) and many other guardrails and guardrail terminal 


systems, the w-beam splice is located at the posts where the splice is subjected to a combination 


of axial tension, torsion in the guardrail section about its longitudinal axis, and lateral bending of 


the splice against the guardrail posts. Incorporating failure into the model of the splice 


connection would require a very fine mesh in order to capture the local stress concentrations 


around the splice bolt connections, as demonstrated by Ray et al.[Engstrand00] The finite 


element model of the splice and guardrail used in their study is shown in Figure 3. Using such a 


fine mesh in the current model would require a time-step on the order of 0.1 microseconds and is 


obviously not feasible in the analysis of a full-scale impact event which lasts 0.6 to 1.2 seconds 


(e.g., the analysis would require 6,000,000 to 12,500,000 time-steps to complete the simulation). 


 


Figure 3.  Components of the finite element model of a weak-post w-beam guardrail 


splice used in Ray et al. [REF] 


In order to approximate the behavior of the splice connection, the mesh around the splice 


hole was modeled with a moderately refined mesh (element size 7 mm nominally).  This mesh 


size provides reasonable accuracy up to the point of failure, but will not properly capture the 


fracture of the material around the hole when ultimate stress of the material is exceeded. A 


refined mesh (with null material properties) was overlaid and tied to the deformable mesh around 
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the slice connection hole in the rail element, in order to provide sufficient load points between 


the w-beam and bolt hardware to more accurately model the force distribution at these critical 


locations. The splice connection details are shown in Figure 4 (note that the null mesh for the 


top-right bolt hole is hidden from view in order to show the mesh for the deformable elements). 


The bolt hardware is the same as that shown in Figure 3. 


 


Figure 4.  Splice connection model used in current study 


At the start of the analysis the w-beam rails are in an unstressed state and positioned such 


that the overlapping rails in the splice connection are only in “slight” contact with each other. As 


the analysis begins, the splice bolts tighten and clamp the w-beam splice together, resulting in a 


pre-stressed state of the w-beam material which approximates that of the actual splice 


connection.  The splice bolts are modeled in geometric detail to more accurately capture the 


contact force distribution between the splice bolts and the slotted holes in the w-beams. The 


details of the splice bolts, however, do not include the bolt-threads. Non-linear springs and 


damper elements are used to tighten nut onto the bolts. The stiffness of bolt springs was set to 


achieve a maximum clamping force of 9,000 lb applied to each bolt, while linear dampers were 


used control the speed of the clamping process (i.e., prevent the nut from impacting against the 


w-beam during clamping). For example, the clamping process occurs over a 0.001 second time 


interval. Once the nut is in the desired clamped position, it is necessary to ensure that it is 


securely “fixed” to the bolt (i.e., simulate the nut being locked to the bolt by threads) to prevent 


the nut from “backing off” during crash simulations.  A set of non-linear one-way dampers were 


included on the bolt model for this purpose.  The force-velocity curves for the one-way damper 


elements were set such that they provided 45,000 lb-seconds/mm of resistance.   This was more 


than sufficient to hold the nut in place during the crash simulations. 
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Soil Model 


The posts of the G4(2W) guardrail were 6x8 inches in cross-section and were embedded 


36 inches into the soil. There are several approaches that may be used for modeling the soil in 


analyses of guardrail posts embedded in soil. Some common approaches include:  


1. Post embedded in a soil continuum of solid finite elements, 


2. Post embedded in a continuum of meshless finite elements 


3. Subgrade reaction approach in which the post is supported by an array of uncoupled 


springs. 


The finite element formulations available in LS-DYNA include: 


1. Lagrangian, 


2. Eulerian,  


3. Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE), 


4. Element Free Galerkin (EFG), 


5. Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), and 


6. Discrete springs and dampers. 


 The Lagrangian and Eulerian element types are the traditional formulations used in stress 


analysis as well as crash analysis; although ALE, EFG and SPH formulations may be better 


suited to modeling fluid type behavior. All these element formulations can be mixed and often 


are to model fluid-structure interactions. The research team has used each of these methods to 


model soil in various projects with limited success. 


The most commonly used method for modeling guardrail posts in soil is to model the soil 


as a continuum of solid Lagrangian elements.  However, the solid Lagrangian based meshes 


generally do not provide very accurate response for the case of large soil deformation, where the 


post is shearing through the soil (e.g., typical of wood post systems). In these cases the soil often 


demonstrates more fluid like behavior.   


For the current study, two soil models were developed and validated through comparison 


with full-scale pendulum tests. A description of these two models are provided below. 


Soil Model 1 


A soil model was developed in which SPH elements were used to model soil in the high-


deformation regions of the model (e.g., soil in the immediate vicinity of the posts) and 8-node 


solid Lagrangian elements were used to model the soil in areas away from the high-deformation 


regions, as illustrated in Figure 5.  The sph elements were spaced at 2 inches in the x, y, and z 


directions; whereas the solid elements in the “coarse mesh” region away from the posts were 


meshed with a nominal element size of 6 x 6 x 6 inches. The resulting soil model consisted of 


6,500 SPH elements and 768 solid continuum elements (not including the wood post). Special 


Point Constraints (SPC’s) were used to restrain translations of the soil on the boundaries of the 


soil block. That is, the deformations of soil at the extremities of the soil block were considered to 
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be negligible, as well the effects of the transmission and reflection of stress waves at the 


boundary surfaces.  


The material for the solid elements were characterized using material type 193 in LS-


DYNA (i.e., *MAT_DRUKER_PRAGER). The soil was modeled with a density of 134 pcf, a 


shear modulus of 2,175 psi, Poison’s ratio equal 0.25, a coefficient of internal friction equal 


0.767 radians, a cohesion coefficient of 0.0015 psi, and a failure surface shape parameter of 0.8.  


SPH is a meshless Lagrangian method that uses a pseudo-particle interpolation method to 


compute smooth field variables. Each pseudo-particle has a mass, Lagrangian position, velocity, 


and internal energy. The advantage of the meshless approaches is that the elements do not suffer 


from the mesh distortion problems that limit Lagrangian formulations when simulating large 


deformations. As a Lagrangian method, it naturally tracks material history information, such as 


damage, without the diffusion that occurs in Eulerian approaches due to advection.[Vignjevic] 


 The SPH element formulation in LS-DYNA has limited material models available, 


which does not include material type 143. The material for the SPH soil elements were thus 


characterized using the more simplified *MAT_SOIL_AND_FOAM material model in LS-


DYNA.  


 


Figure 5.  Post-soil modeled with combination of SPH and continuum elements. 


Soil Model 2 


The second method for modeling the post-soil interaction was based on the subgrade 


reaction approach in which the soil response was modeled using an array of non-linear springs. 


The subgrade modulus is influenced by many factors such as the relative density and moisture 


content of the soil, the cohesiveness of the soil, the overburden pressure, the nature of the applied 


load, the post deflection, and the properties and geometry of the post. Refer to Plaxico et al. for 


more details on the development of the force-deflection relationship of the soil 


60 in


72 in48 in


SPH


Coarse Mesh Lagrangian
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springs.[Plaxico98] The soil for NCHRP Report 350 and MASH tests is assumed to be non-


cohesive. The parameters that are needed to characterize the soil model include: 


– Unit weight of soil 


– Void ratio 


– Relative density 


– Degree of saturation 


– Moisture content of soil at saturation 


– Critical moisture content 


– Current moisture content (calculated using void ratio and degree of saturation) 


– Effective unit weight of soil (calculated based on unit weight of soil, moisture 


content and degree of saturation) 


– Angle of internal friction 


– Post shape 


– Depth of each layer of springs 


– Distance between rows of springs 


 


Patzner et al. used the subgrade reaction approach to model the post-soil interaction for 


wooden guardrail posts used in the Modified Eccentric Loader Terminal (MELT) with 


reasonable success.[Patzner99] In their model the soil springs were attached directly to the post, 


as illustrated in Figure 6, which provides adequate response for low to moderate rotation of the 


guardrail post.  However, as post rotation continues to increase and the post begins to extract 


from the soil, the accuracy of the model starts to decline.  This is because the force-deflection 


curves for the discrete spring elements were defined based on their initial position (e.g., initial 


overburden stress).  When these springs are attached directly to the post, their vertical position 


will change as the posts rotate during loading (e.g., they generally rise toward the ground 


surface).  The lateral resistance of the springs, however, will not automatically readjust as the 


post rotates in the “soil.”  
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Figure 6.  Soil springs attached directly to post [Patzner99] 


 


To correct this issue, a shell element interface was included to separate the soil springs 


from the post, as shown in Figure 7.  The shell elements were meshed such that the element size 


was consistent with the element size of the posts and each line of nodes of the mesh was spaced 


at 1.97 inches (50 mm).  A single discrete spring element was attached to each row of nodes at 


the center of the shell section.  The shell elements were modeled with null material properties so 


that the resistance to the elements movement/deformation was due solely to the discrete springs.  


Each row of nodes was constrained to move as a rigid body with its corresponding spring 


element. That is, for the elements representing y-direction displacement of the soil, each 


individual row of nodes were constrained in the x- and z-directions, using the 


*CONTRAINED_NODAL_RIGIDBODY_SPC option in LS-DYNA.  Figure 8 shows 


sequential views illustrating the typical response of the post-soil model to an impact load at 


approximately 21.6 inches (550 mm) above grade with a post embedment depth of 44 inches. 
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Figure 7.  Soil modeled with non-linear springs and contact plates 


 


 


Figure 8.   Sequential views illustrating typical model response to simulated bogie 


impact load. 


 


Soil Springs
at center of each 
line of nodes


NRB w/ z-constraint at each line of nodes


Null shells for contact with post
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Limitations of the model 


 The effects of dynamic loading of the soil (e.g., inertial spikes) are not accounted for in 


this model, although they could be modeled using discrete damper elements with 


empirically defined properties.  


 The springs only provide lateral resistance for the posts. For the soil-plate model 


described here, the vertical resistance to pull-put comes from the vertical constraint on 


the plates. That is, the nodes of the soil-plates can move laterally but not vertically. It is 


assumed that this would become less of an issue as the vertical distance between springs 


is reduced (i.e., mesh refinement); however, accuracy in simulating large post rotation 


would likely be improved if the vertical response of the soil were included in the model.  


Vehicle Models 


C2500D-v5b 


The C2500D-v5b vehicle model was developed through the process of reverse 


engineering by the National Crash Analysis Center (NCAC).[NCAC08] The model version used 


in these analyses is version 5b. Minor modifications were made to the model by RoadSafe to 


improve hourglass modes, contact stability and wheel assembly failure.  The FE model was 


developed based on a 1994 Chevrolet C2500 pick-up truck and corresponds to the 2000P large 


passenger vehicle specification in NCHRP Report 350.  The C2500D-v5b model closely matches 


the mass and dimensional properties of the test vehicle used in the full-scale crash test of the 


G4(2W) guardrail in test No. 471470-26.[REF, REF]    


Silverado Model 


 The Silverado model was also developed through the process of reverse 


engineering by the National Crash Analysis Center (NCAC) of the George Washington 


University and was initially released in 2008. The model has been validated based on the NCAP 


frontal wall impact through comparison with NHTSA test data. The model also includes validated 


suspension and steering subsystems. The model has been continually improved by the user 


community and NCAC since its development and has been used successfully in several studies 


involving crash analysis with roadside safety hardware.  Figure 9 shows an example of the 


Silverado model impacting against the ODOT 50-inch portable concrete barrier.  


 


Figure 9. Impact analysis of the NCAC Silverado model impacting against the 


ODOT 50-inch portable concrete barrier 


Time = 0.1 seconds Time = 0.4 seconds Time = 0.67 seconds
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CALIBRATION/VALIDATION OF GUARDRAIL MODEL 


COMPONENTS  


The models of the individual components of the guardrail system should be validated with 


physical tests.  The G4(2W) guardrail system includes many of the same components used in 


other common strong-post guardrail systems, thus valid models for most of the guardrail 


components were readily available from previous projects conducted by the research team 


members.  The development of the components of the G4(2W) model were based largely on the 


modeling methodology used for G4(2W) and G4(1S) models developed at WPI in the late 90’s 


and early 2000’s.  The improvements of the current model were primarily related to mesh 


refinement of critical components. 


W-Beam 


The cross-sectional dimensions of the rails were modeled according to the standard 


drawing RWM02a for 12-gauge w-beam (designation from AASHTO’s A Standardized Guide to 


Highway Barrier Hardware).  The material properties were characterized based on the properties 


determined in an earlier study by Wright and Ray.[Wright96]  This model has been used in 


numerous analyses over the past decade by members of the research team and others, and has 


been validated based on full-scale crash testing. 


Splice Connection 


The behavior of the splice connection was validated by comparing model results to 


physical laboratory tests.  In the study by Engstrand, the force-displacement relationship of the 


splice connection in pure tension was determined by conducting a series of quasi-static 


laboratory uniaxial tensile tests of the guardrail splice connection using a Tinus-Olsen (400,000-


lb) 1780-kN load test machine.[Engstrand00] The splice-test conducted by Engstrand was 


simulated using the finite element model shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10.  Test setup and axial force-displacement graphs from uniaxial tension 


tests of guardrail splices [Engstrand00] 


The FE results are accurate up to approximately 400,000 lb – the point when the splice 


bolts began to tear through the holes in the laboratory tests. The model experiences severe 


element distortion at this load, which is an apparent indication of the potential for rupture.  Since 


the model does not incorporate failure directly, the results from the model must be carefully 


monitored at critical locations, such as splice connections, to evaluate model results and discern 


onset of potential failure.   


Bolt Hardware 


Splice-bolt hardware seldom fails during impact, thus the material properties for the bolts 


and nuts were modeled with rigid material behavior. Failure of the splice connection is generally 


due to the “rigid” bolts rotating and tearing through the relatively thin w-beam material. 


Therefore, geometry of the bolts must be modeled accurately in order to obtain accurate force 


distribution and stress concentrations in the w-beam splice holes. The dimensions of the bolt 


hardware were modeled according to the standard drawing FBB01 for guardrail bolt and 


recessed nut (designation from AASHTO’s A Standardized Guide to Highway Barrier 


Hardware).   


Guardrail Posts 


The cross-sectional dimensions of the posts and blockouts were 6 x 8 inches. While metal 


materials are relatively easy to characterize and model using the standard material models in LS-


DYNA3D, timber materials are much more challenging. Wood is a very complex anisotropic 


Fixed Constraint


FEA


(a) Model                     (b) Test setup                                                    (c) Force-displacement results
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material that is often assumed to be orthotropic with its three principal material directions 


coinciding with the longitudinal, radial, and tangential directions of the wood grains. LS-


DYNA3D has several composite material models that may be useful for modeling the 


orthotropic nature of wood. The material model used in this work, however, was the isotropic-


elastic-plastic material model with failure (material type 13 in LS-DYNA). The material 


parameters for the model were based on the work by Plaxico et al., in which the model of a wood 


BCT post was validated against a series of pendulum test.[Plaxico98; Brown91] The material 


properties used in the model are shown in Table 1.  


 


Table 1. Timber material properties. [Plaxico98] 


 


Figure 11 shows the acceleration curves of four of standard BCT post pendulum tests and 


the FEA results. Three of the tests had very similar responses (top graph in Figure 11), while one 


of the tests showed somewhat stronger responses. The analysis using a failure pressure of 90MPa 


resulted in a response very similar to for three of the tests, while the analysis using a failure 


pressure of 100 MPa resulted in response similar to the stronger test. The only difference in the 


two analyses was the change in failure pressure.  
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Figure 11.  Comparison of BCT post pendulum tests and simulation.[Plaxico98] 


“For statistical comparison, Test 91P039 acceleration data was compared to the 


simulation data. The total energy dissipated in the simulated event was 94 percent of the 


energy dissipated in the actual pendulum test. An analysis of the variance shows that the 


average residual difference between the two curves is 0.19 g’s (2.3 percent of the peak 


test acceleration) and the standard deviation of the residuals is 0.80 g’s (9.7 percent of 
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the peak test acceleration). A t-test of 2.13 for the acceleration data lies within the 90 


percent confidence t-test of 2.81 indicating that the two curves represent the same 


event.”[Plaxico98] 


This wood post model was also used in the model of a G4(2W) guardrail that was 


validated against full-scale crash test 471470-26 in a study for the Iowa Department of 


Transportation.[Mak99; Plaxico00] 


Additional validation of the wood post model will be conducted as part of the Task 4A-3 


(i.e., Assess Effects of Guardrail Post Deterioration on Performance of the G4(2W) guardrail).  


Soil Model Validation 


The soil model was qualitatively validated based on comparison to a dynamic impact test 


of a 6x8 inch wood guardrail post embedded in soil. The physical test was conducted at the 


Midwest Roadside Safety Facility (MwRSF) in Lincoln, Nebraska on November 20, 1999.  Test 


number WOOD-5 involved a 2,086-lb rigid-nose bogie vehicle striking the post at 21.6 inches 


above grade at a speed of 21.5 mph.  The post was oriented in the strong direction such that the 


bogie struck the post perpendicular to the 6-inch wide face of the post. The post length in the test 


was 6 ft with an embedment depth of 43 inches.  The soil type and properties corresponded to 


AASHTO M 147-65 Grading B with a soil density of 134 pcf. Test resulted in the post rotating 


in the soil without post rupture. 


A finite element model was developed to simulate Test WOOD-5 using the soil-spring 


model. The properties of the spring elements were defined according to [Plaxico98] using a soil 


density of 134 pcf and no moisture content.  The striker head used in the simulation was modeled 


with rigid material properties with the same dimensions as those of the physical vehicle. The 


model struck the face of the post at 21.6 inches above grade at an impact speed of 21.5 mph.  


Acceleration data was collected at the center of gravity of the vehicle model and used to compute 


the force-time history response.  Figure 8 shows sequential views of the simulation of Test 


WOOD-5.  


The force-displacement results from the finite element analysis are compared to those 


from the full-scale test in Figure 12. Note that the force-displacement plot is in units of kN and 


cm.  The electronic data from the full-scale test was not available, thus the results from the 


analysis were overlaid onto the figure copied from the test report for visual comparison. The 


model does not exactly replicate the test in that the model does not yield the inertial peaks at the 


beginning of the impact event, while the response of the model yields slightly higher forces at 


the end of the event. Nonetheless, the response of the soil model appears to provide reasonable 


results regarding the overall response of the test.  
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Figure 12.  Comparison of force vs. displacement for FEA results and Test WOOD-5 (note: 


1 kN = 224 lb, 1 cm = 0.394 inches).  


The response of the finite element model compare reasonably well with the full-scale test.  


The response of the post-soil model was slightly softer than the measured test response at the 


beginning of the impact (e.g., from 0 to 0.03 seconds) but demonstrated similar stiffness as the 


impact event progressed.  


Additional post-in-soil validation for the soil-spring model will be performed using the 


pendulum test data from Task 4A3 (i.e., Assess Effects of Guardrail Post Deterioration on 


Performance of G4(2W)).  Evaluation of the   


VALIDATION OF THE G4(2W) GUARDRAIL MODEL 


A finite element model of the standard G4(2W) (SGR04b) wood post guardrail system 


has been developed.  The intended use of the model is to evaluate the effects of various types and 


levels of guardrail damage on the crash performance of the G4(2W) guardrail system. In order to 


gain confidence in the model’s results, it was necessary to validate the model’s predictions 


against full-scale crash test results. The validation procedures presented in NCHRP Web 


Document 179 were used to assess the fidelity of the model.   


Two full-scale crash tests have been performed on the G4(2W) guardrail system (i.e., 


Test 471470-26 and Test 476460-1).  Test 471470-26 was conducted by the Texas 


Transportation Institute (TTI) in College Station, Texas on May 25, 1994.[Mak99]  The test was 


conducted under NCHRP Report 350 Test 3-11impact conditions. The guardrail system 


successfully passed Report 350 performance criteria; however, the test was classified as 


“marginally acceptable” due to severe wheel snag and subsequent vehicle instability after 
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redirection from the system.[Mak99] The G4(2W) was also tested (test RF476460-1-5) under 


MASH test conditions at the Transportation Research Institute on March 4, 2009.  The test 


resulted in failure due to rupture of the w-beam at a splice connection which allowed the vehicle 


to penetrate behind the guardrail.[Bullard10]  Aside from the higher mass of the test vehicle in 


test RF476460-1-5, the guardrail posts in that test were embedded 8-inches deeper, resulting in a 


much stiffer post-soil system.  


Simulation of Test 471470-26 


TTI test 471470-26 involved an impact with a 1989 Chevrolet C-2500 pickup truck 


striking a standard G4(2W) wood post guardrail system. The gross static mass of the test vehicle 


was 4,568 lbs (2,074 kg) including a restrained 50
th


 percentile male anthropomorphic dummy 


placed in the driver’s position. The test guardrail system included 150 ft (45.7 m) of standard 


G4(2W) guardrail, with a Modified Eccentric Loader Terminal (MELT) at the upstream end of 


the system and a Breakaway Cable Terminal (BCT) at the downstream end to provide anchorage.  


The total length of the complete system (including terminals) was 225 ft (68.6 m).  The test 


vehicle struck G4(2W) guardrail an angle of 24.3 degrees and a speed of 62.6 mph (100.8 km/h) 


traveling in the downstream direction.  The initial point of contact was approximately 2-ft (0.6 


m) upstream of the W-beam rail splice connection at post 14. 


The guardrail model consisted of twelve 13.5 ft (4.13 m) lengths of 12-gauge w-beam 


rail, twenty-four 6x8x64 inch wood posts, and twenty-four 6x8x13 inch wood blockouts.  The 


posts were spaced at 75 inches (1.905 m) center-to-center and the w-beam rail was positioned 


such that the top of rail was 27-5/8 inches (650.9 mm) above ground. The posts were embedded 


36 inches (914 mm) in the ground. The total length of the guardrail model (excluding end 


anchors) was 151 ft. For additional details of the guardrail model, refer to the section titled 


“Development of the 3-D Finite Element Models”. 


The vehicle model used in the analysis was the NCAC C2500D version 5B. The model 


was modified in order to calibrate the mass inertial properties of the vehicle to the properties of 


the test vehicle. This was achieved through the use of the 


*Constrained_Nodal_Rigid_Body_Inertia card in LS-DYNA, with the added mass concentrated 


at the center of gravity of the vehicle model.  The mass of the vehicle model was increased by 


573 lb to match the gross static mass of the test vehicle (note that the difference. However, the 


mass moments of inertia of the test vehicle were not measured, so the inertial properties of the 


model were calibrated to a similar vehicle type (i.e., 1998 Chevrolet C1500) which were 


documented in a NHTSA report.[Garret98] A comparison of the physical and inertial properties 


of the test and analysis vehicles is provided in Figure 13. The most notable difference was the 


location of the center of gravity of the vehicle in the longitudinal direction. The c.g. of the 


vehicle model was located approximately 10 inches forward of that measured for the test vehicle, 


which corresponded to a 17 percent error. 


Additional modifications to the model included remeshing various parts in the impact 


region of the model and changing the element type to the fully integrated shell element (i.e., type 


16 in LS-DYNA). A failure condition was also included on the spherical joints which attach the 


wheel assembly to the upper and lower A-Frames. The failure force was set to 14.6 kips (65 kN) 
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based on the tests conducted at the FOIL by Stefano Dolci of Polytechnico di Milano.[Dolci]  


Dolci conducted static tests for measuring the failure shear load of the wheel assembly joint for a 


2007 Chevrolet Silverado 1500 Crew-Cab pickup. The joint failed at a static load of 9.98 kips 


(44.37 kN). The failure load used in the finite element model was approximated, by assuming a 


dynamic magnification factor of 1.5 for the component.  


 


Figure 13.  Comparison of properties for the test and analysis vehicle. 


The analysis was conducted with a time-step of 1.26 microseconds for a time period of 


0.6 seconds.  The exact timing of phenomenological events was not possible, because plot states 


were only collected at 0.005 second intervals throughout the analysis. Therefore, a 0.005 second 


time window corresponding to range of time for which the event could have occurred in the 


analysis was reported. The vehicle model impacted the guardrail at 22 inches upstream of Post 


14, traveling at a speed of 62.6 mph (100.8 km/hr) and at an angle of 24.3 degrees. Redirection 


began at 0.044 seconds. The vehicle contacted Post 15 at 0.085 – 0.090 seconds and tire contact 


Vehicle Geomerty (inches)
Test 


Vehicle


FE 


Model


Error 


%


A 73.2        73.3        0.2


B 31.5        35.6        12.9


C 131.9      144.3      9.4


D 70.9        73.2        3.3


E 52.8        52.8        0.1


F 216.1      232.7      7.7


G 60.7        50.3        -17.1


H -         27.8        -


J 41.1        42.3        2.8


K 25.6        26.0        1.5


L 3.5          4.1          16.7


M 16.9        18.0        6.3


N 61.8        65.2        5.4


O 63.8        65.2        2.2


P 31.1        28.0        -9.9


Q 17.3        16.4        -5.5


R 28.0        27.6        -1.4


S 40.6        - -


T 59.1        54.6        -7.5


U 163.8      - -


Mass -Properties


Test 


Vehicle


FE 


Model


Error 


%


Test 


Vehicle


FE 


Model


Error 


%


Test 


Vehicle


FE 


Model


Error 


%


M1 2,394 - - 2,381 - - 2,478 -


M2 1,682 - - 2,028 - - 2,094 -


MTotal 4,076 3,995 -2.0 4,409 - - 4,572 4,568 -0.1


I11 - - - - - - 18,082 17,997 -0.5


I22 - - - - - - 103,985 104,080 0.1


I33 - - - - - - 111,650 111,341 -0.3


*Properties for 1998 C1500 [NHTSA]


(lb - ft2)


(lb - ft2)


(lb - ft2)


Curb Test Inertial Gross Static


(lb)


(lb)


(lb)
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with Post 15 occurred at 0.100 - 0.105 seconds. The front impact side tire assembly separated 


shortly after wheel impact with Post 15 at from the vehicle at 0.124 seconds. The vehicle 


contacted post 16 at 0.155 – 0.160 seconds and tire contact with post 16 occurred at 0.190 – 


0.195 seconds. The rear of the vehicle made contact with the guardrail at 0.190 – 0.195 seconds. 


The vehicle contacted post 17 at 0.240 – 0.245 seconds. The vehicle was parallel to the guardrail 


at 0.256 seconds, traveling at 41.0 mph. The vehicle lost contact with the installation at 0.600 


seconds, traveling at a speed of 37 mph and at an exit angle of 26 degrees. As the vehicle exited 


the rail, its roll angle was 30.3 degrees.  


The analysis was terminated at 0.6 seconds, at which time: 


 The roll angle of the vehicle was 30.3 degrees and increasing, 


 The pitch angle was 9.1 degrees and decreasing, 


 The yaw angle was 26.15 degrees relative to the barrier, and 


 The forward velocity of the vehicle was 37.3 mph.  


Damage to Test Installation 


The installation received moderate damage as shown in Figure 14. None of the posts 


were broken in either simulation or the test but there was significant deflection of some of the 


posts as they were pushed back in the soil. The groundline deflections of the posts are shown in 


Table 2.  The post displacements in the impact region in the simulation showed good correlation 


with the full-scale test; whereas the post deflections just outside the impact region were slightly 


lower in the analysis compared to the test measurements. Although it cannot be confirmed, it 


also appears from visual inspection that the posts in the full-scale test showed greater rotation 


angles compared to the simulation.  


The W-Beam rail element was deformed from posts 13 through 18 as shown in Figure 14. 


The maximum deformation of the guardrail during the simulated impact event was 27.2 inches 


(0.69 m) between posts 15 and 16, which correlates exactly to to the 27.2 inches (0.69 m) of rail 


deformation reported in the full-scale test. Overall, the simulated barrier response was essentially 


identical to that observed in the full-scale test. 
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Figure 14.  Comparison of G4(2W) guardrail after crash event for test 471470-26 and FE 


analysis. 


Table 2.  Groundline deflections of posts for test 471470-26 and FE analysis. 


Post Number 


Test FEA 


471470-26 
   (in) (in) 


Post 13 2.0 0.5 


Post 14 5.0 5.0 


Post 15 13.0 13.0 


Post 16 13.5 12.5 


Post 17 4.75 4.0 


Post 18 1.5 0.25 


Post 19  0.25 0.00 


 


Post 15
Post 14


Post 16


Post 17


Post 14


Post 15


Post 15
Post 14


Post 16


Post 17


Post 14


Post 15
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Qualitative Validation 


Sequential Views 


A qualitative assessment was made by comparing sequential snapshots of the full-scale 


crash test with the results of the simulation to verify vehicle kinematic response as well as 


sequence and timing of key phenomenological events.  The results from the FE analysis compare 


reasonably well with the results from full-scale crash test 471470-26. Figure 15, Figure 16 and 


Figure 17 show sequential snapshots of the impact event from an overhead viewpoint, a 


downstream viewpoint, and from an oblique (downstream and behind the barrier) view point, 


respectively.  The model appears to simulate the basic kinematic behavior of the pickup and 


adequately captures the basic phenomenological events that occur during impact.  Table 2 


provides a list of phenomenological events and their time of occurrence for both the full-scale 


test and the FE analysis.  


Occupant Risk Measures 


Acceleration-time histories and angular rate-time histories were collected from several 


locations in the model using the *Element-Seatbelt-Accelerometer option in LS-DYNA, which is 


the preferred method suggested by LS-DYNA for collecting acceleration data.[LSDYNA13] The 


accelerometers were connected to the vehicle model using *Nodal-Rigid-Body-Constraints 


(NRB). The time-history data was collected from each accelerometer in a local reference 


coordinate system which rotates with the accelerometer in the same way that test data is 


collected from physical accelerometers. The data was collected at a frequency of 30 kHz which 


was determined to be sufficient to avoid aliasing of the data. The model was instrumented with 


eight accelerometers with one positioned near the center of gravity of the vehicle on the cabin 


floor, as identified in Figure 18.  


The occupant risk assessment measures were computed using the three acceleration time-


histories and the three angular-rate time histories collected at the center of gravity of the vehicle. 


The Test Risk Assessment Program (TRAP) calculates standardized occupant risk factors from 


vehicle crash data in accordance with the National Cooperative Highway Research Program 


(NCHRP) guidelines and the European Committee for Standardization (CEN).(TTI98)  


 


The analysis results obtained from TRAP for full-scale test and the simulations are shown in   


in   
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Table 4. The acceleration data used in the TRAP program was filtered using the SAE 


Class 180 filter. The table shows the two occupant risk factors recommended by NCHRP Report 


350: 1) the lateral and longitudinal components of Occupant Impact Velocity (OIV) and 2) the 


maximum lateral and longitudinal component of resultant vehicle acceleration averaged over 10 


millisecond interval after occupant impact called the occupant ridedown acceleration (ORA). 


Also given in the table are the CEN risk factors: the Theoretical Head Impact Velocity (THIV), 


the Post Impact Head Deceleration (PHD) and the Acceleration Severity Index (ASI). 
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Figure 15.  Sequential views of TTI Test 471470-26 and FE analysis from overhead 


viewpoint. 
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Figure 15. [CONTINUED] Sequential views of TTI Test 471470-26 and FE analysis from 


overhead viewpoint. 
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Figure 16.  Sequential views of TTI Test 471470-26 and FE analysis from downstream 


viewpoint.
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Figure 16.  [CONTINUED] Sequential views of TTI Test 471470-26 and FE analysis from 


downstream viewpoint.
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Figure 17.  Sequential views of TTI Test 471470-26 and FE analysis from an oblique 


viewpoint behind the system.
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Figure 17.  [CONTINUED] Sequential views of TTI Test 471470-26 and FE analysis from 


an oblique viewpoint behind the system.
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Table 3.  Summary of phenomenological events of full-scale test 471470-26 and FEA 


simulation. 


Event Test 471470-26 FE Analysis 


Start of redirection 0.056 sec 0.044 sec 


Vehicle contact with Post 15 0.086 sec 0.085 - 0.090 sec 


Tire contact with Post 15 0.104 sec 0.100 – 0.105 sec 


Wheel assembly separated 0.104 – 0.193 sec 0.124 seconds 


Vehicle contacts Post 16 0.157 sec 0.155 – 0.160 sec 


Tire contact with Post 16 0.193 sec 0.190 – 0.195 sec 


Rear of vehicle contacts rail 0.203 sec 0.190 – 0.195 sec 


Vehicle contact with Post 17 0.236 sec 0.240 – 0.245 sec 


Vehicle parallel with guardrail 0.249 sec 0.256 sec 


Speed at parallel 46.3 mph 41.0 mph 


Vehicle contact with Post 18 0.356 sec N.A. 


Maximum deflection of guardrail  27.2 in  27.2 in  


Vehicle loses contact with guardrail 0.513 sec 0.600 sec 


Speed at exit 44 mph 37.3 mph 


Angle at exit 8.1 deg 26.0 deg 


Roll angle at exit 25 deg 30.3 deg 


Maximum roll angle 39 deg @ 0.709 s N.A. 


Total contact length 22.7 ft 25.1 ft 
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Figure 18.  Location of accelerometer in FE model. 


The results indicate that the occupant risk factors for both, the full-scale test and the 


simulation are similar. The occupant impact velocity in the longitudinal direction was predicted 


from the simulation to be 5.3-m/s (15 percent higher than the test OIV of 4.6 m/s) at 0.1442 


seconds. In the transverse direction the occupant impact velocity predicted in the simulation was 


5.8-m/s (same as test OIV). The highest 0.010-second occupant ridedown acceleration in the 


longitudinal direction was 10.2 g (11.3 percent lower than test ORA of 11.5 g) between 0.1791 


and 0.1891 second. In the transverse direction the highest 0.010-second occupant ridedown 


acceleration was 11.1 (0.9 percent lower than test ORA of 11.2) between 0.2152 and 0.2248 


second. The THIV, PHD and ASI predicted from the simulation were 7.4 m/s (7.3 percent 


higher), 13.6 g’s (16 percent higher), and 0.99 (2 percent higher), respectively.  With the 


exception of the PHD, both the test and the simulation values agree within ±15 percent. 


  


53 in


36.7 in


36.7 in


29.1 in
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Table 4.  Summary of occupant risk measures computed from test 471470-26 and FEA 


simulation 


Occupant Risk Factors Test 471470-26 FEA 


Occupant Impact Velocity 
(m/s) 


x-direction 4.6 5.3 


y-direction 5.8 5.8 


at time 0.1437 0.1442 


THIV 
(m/s) 


6.9 7.4 


(0.1404 sec) 0.1398 


Ridedown Acceleration 
(g's) 


x-direction 
11.5 10.2 


(02025 - 0.2125 sec) (0.1791 - 0.1891 sec) 


y-direction 
11.2 11.1 


(0.2381 - 0.2481 sec) (0.2152 - 0.2252 sec) 


PHD  
(g's) 


11.7 13.6 


(0.2025 - 0.2125 sec) (0.2148 - 0.2248 sec) 


ASI 
1.01 0.99 


(0.2176 - 0.2676 sec) (0.1172 - 0.1672 sec) 


Max 50-ms moving avg. 
acc. 
(g's) 


x-direction 
6.1 6.2 


(0.1382 - 0.1882 sec) 0.1387 


y-direction 
6.8 7.7 


(0.0945 - 0.1445 sec) 0.1099 


 


The most notable differences between the analysis and the test were the angular 


displacements of the vehicle. The increased pitch of the vehicle in the analysis allowed the rear 


bumper to pass over the top of the rail. Refer to Figure 17 starting at time 0.241 seconds. This 


event resulted in an increased yaw angle of the vehicle during redirection with the rail in the 


analysis, and was likely caused by too high of friction between the vehicle and barrier.   


Time-History Data Comparison 


Figure 19, Figure 20, and Figure 21 show a comparison of the 10-millisecond moving 


average and the 50-millisecond moving average acceleration-time history at the c.g. of the 


pickup (i.e., longitudinal, transverse and vertical channels, respectively) for the test and FE 


analysis. Figure 22, Figure 23, and Figure 24 show comparisons of the yaw, roll, and pitch rates 


and displacements at the c.g. of the pickup for the test and FE analysis. Values for the 


quantitative evaluation metrics are also shown on the time-history plots.  These quantities were 


computed from the raw acceleration data and are shown with these plots only for reference. The 


values in red font indicate poor correlation between test and analysis results, while the values in 


black font indicate good correlation. The quantitative metrics are discussed in more detail in the 


Quantitative Evaluation section of this report. 
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Figure 19.  Longitudinal acceleration-time history plot from accelerometer at c.g. for full-scale test 471470-26 and FEA (10-


millisecond and 50-millisecond moving averages). 


 


Figure 20.  Lateral acceleration-time history plot from accelerometer at c.g. for full-scale test 471470-26 and FEA (10-


millisecond and 50-millisecond moving averages). 
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Figure 21.  Vertical acceleration-time history plot from accelerometer at c.g. for full-scale test 471470-26 and FEA (10-


millisecond and 50-millisecond moving averages). 


 


 


Figure 22.  Yaw-time history plot from accelerometer at c.g. for full-scale test 471470-26 and FEA (angular rate and 


displacement). 
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Figure 23.  Roll-time history plot from accelerometer at c.g. for full-scale test 471470-26 and FEA (angular rate and 


displacement). 


 


Figure 24.  Pitch-time history plot from accelerometer at c.g. for full-scale test 471470-26 and FEA (angular rate and 


displacement).
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Summary  


The intent of this qualitative evaluation was to verify overall model response through a 


general comparison with a full-scale crash test.  The general response of the FE model seemed 


reasonable in that the model provided the basic chain of phenomenological events that occurred 


in the full-scale crash test.  The occupant risk measures computed from the time-history data 


collected at the c.g. of the vehicle also correlated reasonably well with the test data.  As 


mentioned earlier, the higher pitch of the vehicle in the analysis, which in turn caused error in the 


yaw angle. The pitch angle was only 4 degrees higher in the analysis, but this was enough to 


allow the bumper to pass over the top of the rail. It is speculated that the increased pitch may 


have been a result of too high of friction forces between the vehicle and guardrail.  


Quantitative Validation 


The quantitative validation assessment of the model’s results was based on validation 


procedures of NCHRP Web Document 179 (W179). [Ray10]  The purpose of these guidelines is 


to establish accuracy, credibility, and confidence in the results of crash test simulations that are 


intended to support policy decisions, and to be used for approval of design modifications to 


roadside safety devices that were originally approved with full-scale crash testing. 


The validation procedure has three steps: 


1. Solution verification: Indicates whether the analysis solution produced numerically stable 


results (ensures that basic physical laws are upheld in the model). 


2. Time-history evaluation: Quantitative measure of the level of agreement of time-history 


data (e.g., x, y, z accelerations and roll, pitch, and yaw rates) between analysis and test. 


3. Phenomena Importance Ranking Table (PIRT): A table that documents the types of 


phenomena that a numerical model is intended to replicate and verifies that the model 


produces results consistent with its intended use.  


The PIRTs for the individual components were presented earlier in the 


“Calibration/Validation of Guardrail Components” section of this report. The Following is a 


discussion of the time-history evaluation metrics, their acceptance criteria, and the Phenomena 


Importance Ranking Table for crash simulation.   


Time-History Evaluation 


The RSVVP (Roadside Safety Verification and Validation Program) software, which was 


developed as part of NCHRP Project 22-24, was used to compute the comparison metrics 


between analysis and full-scale test data.  RSVVP computes fifteen different metrics that 


quantify the differences between a pair of curves.  Since many of the metrics share similar 


formulations, their results are often identical or very similar and there is no reason to include all 


the variations. The metrics recommended in Report W179 for comparing time-history traces 


from full-scale crash tests and/or simulations of crash tests are the Sprague & Geers metrics and 


the ANOVA metrics.  The Sprague-Geers metrics assess the magnitude and phase of two curves 
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while the ANOVA examines the differences of residual errors between them.  The definitions of 


these metrics are shown below: 


Sprague & Geers 
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Time-History Evaluation Acceptance Criteria 


Once a measure of comparison is obtained using a quantitative metric, it is necessary to 


establish an acceptance criterion for deciding if the comparison is acceptable.  Because of the 


highly nonlinear nature of crash events, there are often considerable differences in the results of 


essentially identical full-scale crash tests – this was demonstrated in the W179 report.  Likewise, 


a computational model may not match “exactly” the results of a physical test, but the difference 


should be no greater than what is expected between physical tests.  The approach taken in the 


W179 was to determine the realistic variation in the deterministic shape comparison metrics for a 


set of identical physical experiments and use that variation as an acceptance criterion.  The 


current acceptance criteria is based on the results of a quantitative comparison of ten essentially 


identical full-scale crash tests that were performed as part of the ROBUST project involving 


small car impact into a vertical rigid wall at 100 km/hr and 25 degrees.[ROBUST02; Ray08]  


The resulting acceptance criteria recommended by W179 for assessing the similarity of two 


time-history curves are: 


 Sprague-Geers  


o Magnitude should be less than 40 percent  


o Phase should be less than 40 percent 


 ANOVA metrics 
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o Mean residual error should be less than 5 percent 


o Standard deviation should be less than 35 percent. 


Phenomena Importance Ranking Tables (PIRT) 


The PIRT includes evaluation criteria corresponding to NCHRP Report 350 for TL-3 


impacts and is patterned after the full-scale crash test evaluation criteria listed in Table 5.1 in 


NCHRP Report 350.[Ross93]  The values for the individual metrics from the full-scale test and 


the computer analysis were reported and both the relative difference and absolute difference for 


each phenomenon were computed.  If the relative difference is less than 20 percent or if the 


absolute difference is less than 20 percent of the acceptance limit in NCHRP Report 350, then 


the phenomena are considered to be replicated.  


Results 


The quantitative evaluation was based on comparison of acceleration-time histories and 


angular rate-time histories computed in the analysis to those measured in full-scale crash test 


471470-26.  The impact conditions for the simulation matched exactly those from the full-scale 


test (i.e., a 4572-lb pickup impacting the guardrail system at 62.6 mph km/hr at an angle of 24.3 


degrees, at an impact point 2 feet upstream of post 14 in the guardrail system). These impact 


conditions correspond to NCHRP Report 350 test 3-11. A summary of the quantitative 


comparison results are shown in Table 6. Additional comparison data can be found in Appendix 


A.   


Solution Verification 


The first step in the validation process is to perform global checks of the analysis to verify that 


verify that the numerical solution is stable and is producing physical results (e.g., results conform 


to the basic laws of conservation). The analysis was modeled as a closed system, which means 


that energy is not being added or removed during the analysis. Thus, the total energy should 


remain constant throughout the analysis and should be equal to the initial kinetic energy of the 


impacting vehicle. The one exception in this case is any kinetic energy generated due to the 


gravity load which should be minimal during the short time period of the crash event relative to 


the initial kinetic energy of the vehicle.   
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Table 5 shows a summary of the global verification assessment based on criteria 


recommended in Report W179.  Figure 25 shows a plot of the global energy-time histories from 


the analysis. 
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Table 5.  Analysis Solution Verification Table 


 
Verification Evaluation Criteria 


Change 


(%) Pass? 


Total energy of the analysis solution (i.e., kinetic, potential, contact, etc.) 


must not vary more than 10 percent from the beginning of the run to the 


end of the run. 


5% Y 


Hourglass Energy of the analysis solution at the end of the run is less 


than five percent of the total initial energy at the beginning of the run. 
5.2% N 


Hourglass Energy of the analysis solution at the end of the run is less 


than ten percent of the total internal energy at the end of the run. 
9.7% Y 


The part/material with the highest amount of hourglass energy at the end 


of the run is less than ten percent of the total internal energy of the 


part/material at the end of the run. 


Blockout 


(9.7%) 


Truck 


Frame 


(50%) 


N 


Mass added to the total model is less than five percent of the total model 


mass at the beginning of the run. 
39 lb Y 


The part/material with the most mass added had less than 10 percent of its 


initial mass added. 
 Y 


The moving parts/materials in the model have less than five percent of 


mass added to the initial moving mass of the model. 
0.3% Y 


There are no shooting nodes in the solution? Y Y 


There are no solid elements with negative volumes? Y Y 


 


 
Figure 25. Plot of global energy-time histories from the analysis. 


As shown in   
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Table 5, all the solution verification parameters were satisfied except for the hour glass 


energies in the truck model.  The largest hourglass energies came from the frame rail of the 


pickup.  The hourglass modes on the frame rail may have influenced the overall kinematics of 


the vehicle to some degree, but it is not likely that the error would have a significant influence on 


the overall results – since the deformations and associated internal energies of the pickup are 


small compared to those of the guardrail system. Upon review of the truck model materials, the 


frame rail and many other components of the pickup model are modeled with under-integrated 


elements with no hourglass control. These will be corrected prior to future analyses with the 


model. 


Time-History Validation 


The RSVVP computer program was used to compute the Sprague-Geer metrics and 


ANOVA metrics using time-history data from the full-scale test (i.e., true curve) and analysis 


data (i.e., test curve). The multi-channel option in RSVVP was used since this option computes 


metrics for each individual channel as well as for the weighted composite of the combined 


channels. The data from each of the six data channels, which were located at the center of gravity 


of the vehicle, were input into RSVVP. These data included the x-acceleration, y-acceleration, 


acceleration, roll-rate, pitch-rate and yaw-rate. From Report W179 it was recommended that the 


raw data be used as input into the program. The data was then filtered in RSVVP using a CFC 


class 60 filter. The shift and drift options in RSVVP were not used for the physical test data. 


From visual inspection, the physical test data appeared to show no initial offset of acceleration 


magnitude or drift. Since both the test and analysis data started at the time of impact with the 


barrier, there was no reason to synchronize the curves. 


For the metrics evaluation options in RSVVP, the default metrics were selected, which 


included the Sprague and Geers and the ANOVA metrics, as shown in Figure 26.  The curves 


were evaluated over 0.6 seconds of the impact event, were corresponded to the termination time 


of the analysis.  


 


Figure 26.  RSVVP Metric selection for validation assessment. 
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Based on the validation metrics, a comparison of the individual components of 


acceleration indicated that the simulation was in good agreement for the x-, and y-channels of 


acceleration, and for the roll-rate channel.  The yaw-rate channel and the pitch-rate channel 


showed mixed results, while the z-acceleration channel showed poor correlation. The results are 


summarized below: 


Sprague-Geers Metrics 


 The Sprague-Geers metrics for the x-acceleration were good regarding both magnitude 


(i.e., M=1.3%) and phase (i.e., P=33.7%), which indicates that the simulation is in 


agreement with the test.  


 The Sprague-Geers metrics for the y-acceleration were good regarding both magnitude 


(i.e., M=6.0%) and phase (i.e., P=31.7%), which indicates that the simulation is in 


agreement with the test. 


 The Sprague-Geers metrics for the z-acceleration were poor for both magnitude (i.e., 


M=59.6%) and phase (i.e., P=51.1%), which indicates that the simulation is not in 


agreement with the test for this channel.   


 The Sprague-Geers metrics for the yaw-rate were good regarding both magnitude 


(i.e., M=15.7%) and phase (i.e., P=8.3%), which indicates that the simulation is in 


agreement with the test. 


 The Sprague-Geers metrics for the roll-rate were good regarding both magnitude 


(i.e., M=4%) and phase (i.e., P=23.3%), which indicates that the simulation is in 


agreement with the test. 


 The Sprague-Geers metrics for the pitch-rate were poor for magnitude (i.e., M=51.7%) 


and phase (i.e., P=41.1%), which indicates that the simulation is in not agreement with 


the test. 


ANOVA 


 The ANOVA metrics for the x-acceleration were good regarding both the mean residual 


error (i.e., 1.42%) and the standard deviation of residual error (i.e., 26.4%), which 


indicated that the simulation is in agreement with the test.  


 The ANOVA metrics for the y-acceleration were good regarding both the mean residual 


error (i.e., 1.29%) and the standard deviation of residual error (i.e., 27.3%), which 


indicated that the simulation is in agreement with the test.  
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 The ANOVA metrics for the z-acceleration were good regarding both the mean residual 


error (i.e., 0.92%) and the standard deviation of residual error (i.e., 17.4%), which 


indicated that the simulation is in agreement with the test.  


 The ANOVA metrics for the yaw-rate were poor for the mean residual error (i.e., 8.99%) 


but good regarding the standard deviation of residual error (i.e., 11.8%). 


 The ANOVA metrics for the roll-rate were good regarding both the mean residual error 


(i.e., 0.12%) and the standard deviation of residual error (i.e., 20.2%), which indicated 


that the simulation is in agreement with the test.  


 The ANOVA metrics for the pitch-rate were good regarding both the mean residual error 


(i.e., 1.7%) and the standard deviation of residual error (i.e., 28.3%), which indicated that 


the simulation is in agreement with the test.  


Since the metrics computed for the individual data channels did not all satisfy the 


acceptance criteria, the multi-channel option in RSVVP was used to calculate the weighted 


Sprague-Geer and ANOVA metrics for the six channels of data. The Area II method is the 


default method used in RSVVP for weighting the importance of each data channel. The Area (II) 


method determines the weight for each channel based on a pseudo momentum approach using 


the area under the curves.  


Table 7 shows the results from RSVVP for the multi-channel option using the Area (II) 


method. The resulting weight factors computed for each channel are shown in both tabular form 


and graphical form in the tables. The results indicate that the x-, y-, yaw rate-, and roll-rate 


channels dominate the kinematics of the impact event. Which implies that the velocity change in 


the z-direction is insignificant compared to the change in velocity in the x- and y-directions. 


Similarly, the pitch angle magnitude is comparatively less than that for the yaw- and roll 


channels (refer to Figure 22, Figure 23 and Figure 24). 


The weighted metrics computed in RSVVP in the multi-channel mode all satisfy the 


acceptance criteria; therefore, the time history comparison can be considered acceptable.  
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Table 6.   Roadside safety validation metrics rating table – time history comparison 


(single-channel option). 


Evaluation Criteria  


Time interval 


[0.00 – 0.6 sec] 


O Sprague-Geers Metrics 
List all the data channels being compared.  Calculate the M and P metrics 


using RSVVP and enter the results.  Values less than or equal to 40 are 


acceptable. 


 


RSVVP Curve Preprocessing Options 


M P Pass? 
Filter 


Option 


Sync. 


Option 


Shift Drift 


True 


Curve 


Test 


Curve 


True 


Curve 


Test 


Curve 


X acceleration CFC 60 none none none none none 1.3 33.7 Y 


Y acceleration CFC 60 none none none none none 6.0 31.7 Y 


Z acceleration CFC 60 none none none none none 59.6 51.1 N 


Roll rate  CFC 60 none none none none none 51.7 41.1 N 


Pitch rate  CFC 60 none none none none none 4.0 23.3 Y 


Yaw rate  CFC 60 none none none none none 15.7 8.3 Y 


P ANOVA Metrics 


List all the data channels being compared.  Calculate the ANOVA 


metrics using RSVVP and enter the results.  Both of the following 


criteria must be met: 


 The mean residual error must be less than five percent of the 


peak acceleration ( Peakae  05.0 ) and 


 The standard deviation of the residuals must be less than 35 


percent of the peak acceleration ( Peaka 35.0 ) 
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Pass? 


X acceleration/Peak 1.4 26.4 Y 


Y acceleration/Peak 1.29 27.3 Y 


Z acceleration/Peak 0.92 17.4 Y 


Roll rate  4.0 23.3 Y 


Pitch rate  1.7 28.0 Y 


Yaw rate  9.0 11.83 N 
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Table 7.  Roadside safety validation metrics rating table – (multi-channel option) 


Evaluation Criteria (time interval [0.0 – 0.6 seconds]) 


Channels (Select which were used) 


  X Acceleration   Y Acceleration  Z Acceleration 


  Roll rate   Pitch rate   Yaw rate 


Multi-Channel Weights 


 


- Area II method - 
 


X Channel:        0.190 


 


Y Channel:        0.249 
Z Channel:        0.061 
Yaw Channel:   0.249 
Roll Channel:    0.185 


Pitch Channel:  0.065 


O 
Sprague-Geer Metrics 


Values less or equal to 40 are acceptable. M P Pass? 


13.4 26.5 Y 


P 


ANOVA Metrics 


Both of the following criteria must be met: 


 The mean residual error must be less than five percent of the 


peak acceleration   


( Peakae  05.0 ) 


 The standard deviation of the residuals must be less than 35 


percent of the peak acceleration ( Peaka 35.0 ) M
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Pass? 


2.8 21.4 Y 


 


PIRT – Crash Specific Phenomena 


The last step in the validation procedure is to compare the phenomena observed in both 


the crash test and the numerical solution. Table 26 contains the Report 350 crash test criteria 


with the applicable test numbers. The criteria that apply to test 3-11 (i.e., corresponding to this 


particular test case) are marked with a red square. These include criteria A, D, F, L and M. Table 


27 through Table 29 contain an expanded list of these same criteria including additional specific 


phenomena that were measured in the test and that could be directly compared to the numerical 


solution. Table 27 contains a comparison of phenomena related to structural adequacy, Table 28  


contains a comparison of phenomena related to occupant risk, and Table 29 contains a  


comparison of phenomena related to vehicle trajectory. 
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Evaluation 


Factors 
 Evaluation Criteria 


Applicable Tests 


 


Structural 


Adequacy A 


Test article should contain and redirect the vehicle; the vehicle 


should not penetrate, under-ride, or override the installation although 


controlled lateral deflection of the test article is acceptable.  


10, 11, 12, 20, 21, 22, 35, 36, 


37, 38 


B 
The test article should readily activate in a predictable manner by 


breaking away, fracturing or yielding.  
60, 61, 70, 71, 80, 81 


 
C 


Acceptable test article performance may be by redirection, controlled 


penetration or controlled stopping of the vehicle.  


30, 31,, 32, 33, 34, 39, 40, 41, 


42, 43, 44, 50, 51, 52, 53 


Occupant 


Risk 
D 


Detached elements, fragments or other debris from the test article 


should not penetrate or show potential for penetrating the occupant 


compartment, or present an undue hazard to other traffic, pedestrians 


or personnel in a work zone.  


All 


E 


Detached elements, fragments or other debris from the test article, or 


vehicular damage should not block the driver’s vision or otherwise 


cause the driver to lose control of the vehicle. (Answer Yes or No) 


70, 71 


F 
The vehicle should remain upright during and after the collision 


although moderate roll, pitching and yawing are acceptable.  


All except those listed in 


criterion G 


G 
It is preferable, although not essential, that the vehicle remain 


upright during and after collision.  


12, 22 (for test level 1 – 30, 


31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 


39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44) 


H 


Occupant impact velocities should satisfy the following: 


Occupant Impact Velocity Limits (m/s) 


Component Preferred Maximum 
 


10, 20, 30,31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 


40, 41, 42, 43, 50, 51, 52, 53, 


80, 81 Longitudinal and 


Lateral 
9 12 


 


Longitudinal 3 5 
 


60, 61, 70, 71 


I 


Occupant ridedown accelerations should satisfy the following: 


Occupant Ridedown Acceleration Limits (g’s) 


Component Preferred Maximum 
 


10, 20, 30,31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 


40, 41, 42, 43, 50, 51, 52, 53, 


60, 61, 70, 71, 80, 81 Longitudinal and 


Lateral 
15 20 


 


Vehicle 


Trajectory L 


The occupant impact velocity in the longitudinal direction should not 


exceed 40 ft/sec and the occupant ride-down acceleration in the 


longitudinal direction should not exceed 20 G’s. 


11,21, 35, 37, 38, 39 


M 


The exit angle from the test article preferable should be less than 60 


percent of test impact angle, measured at the time of vehicle loss of 


contact with test device. 


10, 11, 12, 20, 21, 22, 35, 36, 


37, 38, 39 


N Vehicle trajectory behind the test article is acceptable. 
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 39, 42, 43, 


44, 60, 61, 70, 71, 80, 81 
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Table 8.  Roadside safety phenomena importance ranking table (structural adequacy). 


Evaluation Criteria 
Known 


Result 


Analysis 


Result 


Difference 


Relative/ 


Absolute 


Agree? 


S
tr


u
ct


u
ra


l 
A


d
eq


u
ac


y
 


A


  


A


1 


Test article should contain and redirect the vehicle; the 


vehicle should not penetrate, under-ride, or override the 


installation although controlled lateral deflection of the test 


article is acceptable. (Answer Yes or No) 


Y Y  Y 


A


2 


Maximum dynamic deflection: 


- Relative difference is less than 20 percent or 


- Absolute difference is less than 6 inches 
27.2 in 27.2 in 


0 % 


0 in 
Y 


A


3 


Length of vehicle-barrier contact: 


- Relative difference is less than 20 percent or 


- Absolute difference is less than 6.6 ft 
22.7 ft 25.1ft 


10.6 % 


2.4 ft 
Y 


A


4 


Number of broken or significantly bent posts is less than 20 


percent. 
0 0  Y 


A


5 


Did the rail element rupture or tear (Answer Yes or No) 
No No  Y 


A


6 


Number of detached post-rail connections. 
2 2  Y 


A


7 


Was there significant snagging between the vehicle wheels 


and barrier elements (Answer Yes or No). 
Y Y  Y 


A


8 


Was there significant snagging between vehicle body 


components and barrier elements (Answer Yes or No). 
N N  Y 
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Table 9.  Roadside safety phenomena importance ranking table (occupant risk) 


Evaluation Criteria 
Known 


Result 


Analysis 


Result 


Difference 


Relative/ 


Absolute 


Agree? 


O
cc


u
p
an


t 
R


is
k
 


D 


Detached elements, fragments or other debris from the test 


article should not penetrate or show potential for penetrating 


the occupant compartment, or present an undue hazard to 


other traffic, pedestrians or personnel in a work zone. 


(Answer Yes or No) 


N N  Y 


F 


F


1 


The vehicle should remain upright during and after the 


collision although moderate roll, pitching and yawing are 


acceptable. (Answer Yes or No) 
Y Y  Y 


F


2 


Maximum  roll of the vehicle at 0.6 seconds: 


- Relative difference is less than 20 percent or 


- Absolute difference is less than 5 degrees. 


25 


deg 


30 


deg 
20% 


5 deg 
Y 


F


3 


Maximum pitch of the vehicle at 0.6 seconds: 


            - Relative difference is less than 20 percent or 


            - Absolute difference is less than 5 degrees. 


10.7 


deg 


9.1 


deg 
15% 


1.6 deg 
Y 


F


4 


Maximum yaw of the vehicle at 0.6 seconds: 


- Relative difference is less than 20 percent or 


- Absolute difference is less than 5 degrees. 


41.2 


deg 


50.4 


deg 
22% 


9.2 deg 
N 


L 


L


1 


 


Occupant impact velocities: 


- Relative difference is less than 20 percent or 


- Absolute difference is less than 2 m/s.     


 Longitudinal OIV (m/s) 4.6 5.3 
15 


0.7 m/s 
Y 


 Lateral OIV (m/s) 
5.8 5.8 0% 


0 m/s 
Y 


 THIV (m/s) 6.9 7.4 
7.2% 


0.5 m/s 
Y 


L


2 


Occupant accelerations: 


- Relative difference is less than 20 percent or 


- Absolute difference is less than 4 g’s. 
    


 Longitudinal ORA 11.5 10.2 
11.3 % 


1.3 g 
Y 


 Lateral ORA 11.2 11.1 0.9 % 


0.1 g 
Y 


 PHD 11.7 13.6 16.2 % 


1.9 g 
Y 


 ASI 1.01 0.99 2% 


0.02 g 
Y 
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Table 10.  Roadside safety phenomena importance ranking table (vehicle trajectory). 


 


Evaluation Criteria 
Known 


Result 


Analysis 


Result 


Difference 


Relative/ 


Absolute 


Agree? 


V
eh


ic
le


 T
ra


je
ct


o
ry


 


M 


M


1 


The exit angle from the test article preferable should be 


less than 60 percent of test impact angle, measured at the 


time of vehicle loss of contact with test device. 
55% 106%  N 


M


2 


Exit angle at loss of contact: 


- Relative difference is less than 20 percent or 


- Absolute difference is less than 5 degrees. 


13.5 


deg 


25.7 


deg 
90% 


12.2 deg 
N 


M


3 


Exit velocity at loss of contact: 


- Relative difference is less than 20 percent or 


- Absolute difference is less than 6.2 mph. 


44 


mph 


37.3 


mph 
15% 


6.7 mph 
Y 


M


4 


One or more vehicle tires failed or de-beaded during the 


collision event (Answer Yes or No). 
Y Y  Y 


 


All the applicable criteria in Table 8 through Table 10 agree (i.e., the relative difference 


between the numerical solution and the test was less than 20%) except for the criteria involving 


the vehicle yaw angle. As discussed earlier, the slight increase in pitch of the vehicle allowed the 


rear bumper to pass over the top of the w-beam during redirection, which significantly increased 


the yaw angle as the vehicle exited the system.  


CONCLUSIONS 


In general, the finite element analysis of the G4(2W) guardrail system under NCHRP 


Report 350 Test Level 3 conditions demonstrated that the finite element models replicates the 


basic phenomenological behavior of the system in a redirection impact with a 2000P vehicle. 


There was good agreement between the test and the simulations with respect to event timing, 


overall kinematics of the vehicle, guardrail damage and guardrail deflections; although, the 


model did experience slightly higher pitch angle and higher yaw angle than occurred in the test. 


There were some components of the truck model that experienced higher than acceptable 


zero-energy modes (i.e., hourglass energies).  Although it is not likely that slight errors in the 


response of those components would affect overall results, it is possible that they could lead to 


further instability in the model.  These issues have already been corrected and the vehicle model 


is now considered stable for future analyses. So far, no instabilities have been identified in the 


guardrail components of the model. 


Quantitative comparison of the time-history data indicated (i.e., Appendix A) that the 


finite element model accurately replicates the results of the baseline crash test. Thus, the model 


is considered valid for use in assessing the effects of incremental modifications to the guardrail 


system. Validation of the model for simulating rupture of guardrail post, however, has not yet 


been verified. This aspect of the model will be validated as part of Task 4A-3 based on 


comparison of simulated impacts to those of pendulum tests on guardrail posts in a rigid 


foundation.   
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APPENDIX A1 
 


FEA VALIDATION/VERIFICATION REPORT FORM FOR THE G4(2W) 


MODEL 
 


A ____REPORT 350 TEST 3-11__________________________________________________ 
(Report 350 or MASH08 or EN1317 Vehicle Type) 


 
Striking a _____G4(2W)_____________________________________________________       


(roadside hardware type and name) 
 


Report Date: ____10/02/2013_________________________________________________ 
 


Type of Report (check one)   
 Verification (known numerical solution compared to new numerical solution) or 
  Validation (full-scale crash test compared to a numerical solution). 


General Information Known Solution Analysis Solution 


   Performing Organization TTI Roadsafe 


   Test/Run Number: 471470-26 471470-26_R8 


   Vehicle: 1989 Chevrolet C-2500 C2500D-v5 (modified) 


   Reference: 2000-P 2000P 


Impact Conditions   


   Vehicle Mass: 4,572 lb 4,568 lb 


   Speed: 62.6 mph 62.2 mph 


   Angle: 24.3 degrees 24.3 degrees 


   Impact Point: 2 ft upstream of Post 14 2 ft upstream of Post 14 


 
Composite Validation/Verification Score 


                 List the Report 350/MASH08 or EN1317 Test Number 


Part I Did all solution verification criteria in Table E-1 pass? 


Part II Do all the time history evaluation scores from Table E-2 result in a satisfactory comparison 
(i.e., the comparison passes the criterion)?  If all the values in Table E-2 did not pass, did the 
weighted procedure shown in Table E-3 result in an acceptable comparison.  If all the criteria 
in Table E-2 pass, enter “yes.”  If all the criteria in Table E-2 did not pass but Table E-3 
resulted in a passing score, enter “yes.” 


Part III All the criteria in Table E-4 (Test-PIRT) passed? 


 Are the results of Steps I through III all affirmative (i.e., YES)?  If all three steps result in a 
“YES” answer, the comparison can be considered validated or verified.  If one of the steps 
results in a negative response, the result cannot be considered validated or verified. 


  


The analysis solution (check one)  is  is NOT verified/validated against the known solution. 
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PART I: BASIC INFORMATION 


 These forms may be used for validation or verification of roadside hardware crash tests.  If the 


known solution is a full-scale crash test (i.e., physical experiment) which is being compared to a 


numerical solution (e.g., LSDYNA analysis) then the procedure is a validation exercise.  If the known 


solution is a numerical solution (e.g., a prior finite element model using a different program or earlier 


version of the software) then the procedure is a verification exercise.  This form can also be used to 


verify the repeatability of crash tests by comparing two full-scale crash test experiments.  Provide the 


following basic information for the validation/verification comparison: 


1. What type of roadside hardware is being evaluated (check one)?  
  Longitudinal barrier or transition  


 Terminal or crash cushion  
  Breakaway support or work zone traffic control device  
 Truck-mounted attenuator  
 Other hardware: _____________________________________________________________ 


 
2. What test guidelines were used to perform the full-scale crash test (check one)? 


NCHRP Report 350 
 MASH08 
 EN1317 
 Other: ______________________________________________________________________ 


 
3. Indicate the test level and number being evaluated (fill in the blank). __Test 3-11____________ 


 
4. Indicate the vehicle type appropriate for the test level and number indicated in item 3 according 


to the testing guidelines indicated in item 2. 
 


NCHRP Report 350/MASH08 


 700C   820C   1100C 
 2000P   2270P   Other:_______________________________ 
 8000S   10000S 
 36000V 
 36000T 


 
EN1317 
 


Car (900 kg)   Car (1300 kg)   Car (1500 kg) 
 Rigid HGV (10 ton)  Rigid HGV (16 ton)   Rigid HGV (30 ton) 
 Bus (13 ton)   Articulated HGV (38 ton)   Other:________________________ 
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PART II: ANALYSIS SOLUTION VERIFICATION 


 Using the results of the analysis solution, fill in the values for Table E-1.  These values are 


indications of whether the analysis solution produced a numerically stable result and do not necessarily 


mean that the result is a good comparison to the known solution.  The purpose of this table is to ensure 


that the numerical solution produces results that are numerically stable and conform to the 


conservation laws (e.g., energy, mass and momentum).   


Table A-1. Analysis Solution Verification Table. 


 
Verification Evaluation Criteria 


Change 


(%) Pass? 


Total energy of the analysis solution (i.e., kinetic, potential, contact, etc.) must 


not vary more than 10 percent from the beginning of the run to the end of the 


run. 


5% Y 


Hourglass Energy of the analysis solution at the end of the run is less than five 


percent of the total initial energy at the beginning of the run. 
5.2% N 


Hourglass Energy of the analysis solution at the end of the run is less than ten 


percent of the total internal energy at the end of the run. 
9.7% Y 


The part/material with the highest amount of hourglass energy at the end of the 


run is less than ten percent of the total internal energy of the part/material at 


the end of the run. 


Blockout 


(9.7%) 


Truck 


Frame 


(50%) 


N 


Mass added to the total model is less than five percent of the total model mass 


at the beginning of the run. 
39 lb Y 


The part/material with the most mass added had less than 10 percent of its initial 


mass added. 
 Y 


The moving parts/materials in the model have less than five percent of mass 


added to the initial moving mass of the model. 
0.3% Y 


There are no shooting nodes in the solution? Y Y 


There are no solid elements with negative volumes? Y Y 


 


If all the analysis solution verification criteria are scored as passing, the analysis solution can be verified 


or validated against the known solution.  If any criterion in Table E-1 does not pass one of the 


verification criterion listed in Table E-1, the analysis solution cannot be used to verify or validate the 


known solution.  If there are exceptions that the analyst things are relevant these should be footnoted 


in the table and explained below the table. 


The Analysis Solution (check one)  passes   does NOT pass all the criteria in Table E1-1  


  with  without exceptions as noted.  
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PART III: TIME HISTORY EVALUATION TABLE 


 
 Using the RSVVP computer program (‘Single channel’ option), compute the Sprague-Geers MPC 
metrics and ANOVA metrics using time-history data from the known and analysis solutions for a time 
period starting at the beginning of the contact and ending at the loss of contact.  Both the Sprague-
Geers and ANOVA metrics must be calculated based on the original units the data was collected in (e.g., 
if accelerations were measured in the experiment with accelerometers then the comparison should be 
between accelerations.  If rate gyros were used in the experiment, the comparison should be between 
rotation rates).   If all six data channels are not available for both the known and analysis solutions, enter 
“N/A” in the column corresponding to the missing data.    Enter the values obtained from the RSVVP 
program in Table E-2 and indicate if the comparison was acceptable or not by entering a “yes” or “no” in 
the “Agree?” column.   Attach a graph of each channel for which the metrics have been compared at the 
end of the report. 
 Enter the filter, synchronization method and shift/drift options used in RSVVP to perform the 
comparison so that it is clear to the reviewer what options were used.  Normally, SAE J211 filter class 
180 is used to compare vehicle kinematics in full-scale crash tests.  Either synchronization option in 
RSVVP is acceptable and both should result in a similar start point.  The shift and drift options should 
generally only be used for the experimental curve (i.e., true curve) since shift and drift are 
characteristics of sensors.  For example, the zero point for an accelerometer sometimes “drifts” as the 
accelerometer sits out in the open environment of the crash test pad whereas there is no sensor to 
“drift” or “shift” in a numerical solution. 
 In order for the analysis solution to be considered in agreement with the known solution (i.e., 
verified or validated), all the criteria scored in Table E-2 must pass.  If all the channels in Table E-2 do not 
pass, fill out Table E-3, the multi-channel weighted procedure.  
 If one or more channels do not satisfy the criteria in Table E-2, the multi-channel weighting 
option may be used.  Using the RSVVP computer program (‘Multiple channel’ option), compute the 
Sprague-Geers MPC metrics and ANOVA metrics using all the time histories data from the known and 
analysis solutions for a time period starting at the beginning of the contact and ending at the loss of 
contact.  If all six data channels are not available for both the known and analysis solutions, enter “N/A” 
in the column corresponding to the missing data.   
 For some types of roadside hardware impacts, some of the channels are not as important as 
others.  An example might be a breakaway sign support test where the lateral (i.e., Y) and vertical (i.e., 
Z) accelerations are insignificant to the dynamics of the crash event. The weighting procedure provides a 
way to weight the most important channels more highly than less important channels.  The procedure 
used is based on the area under the curve, therefore, the weighing scheme will weight channels with 
large areas more highly than those with smaller areas.  In general, using the “Area (II)” method is 
acceptable although if the complete inertial properties of the vehicle are available the “inertial” method 
may be used.  Enter the values obtained from the RSVVP program in Table E-3 and indicate if the 
comparison was acceptable or not by entering a “yes” or “no” in the “Agree?” column. 
 In order for the analysis solution to be considered in agreement with the known solution (i.e., 
verified or validated), all the criteria scored in Table E-3 must pass.   
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Table A-2.  Roadside Safety Validation Metrics Rating Table – Time History Comparisons   


  (single channel option). 


Evaluation Criteria  


Time interval 


[0.00 – 0.6 sec] 


O Sprague-Geers Metrics 
List all the data channels being compared.  Calculate the M and P metrics using 


RSVVP and enter the results.  Values less than or equal to 40 are acceptable. 


 


RSVVP Curve Preprocessing Options 


M P Pass? 
Filter 


Option 


Sync. 


Option 


Shift Drift 


True 


Curve 


Test 


Curve 


True 


Curve 


Test 


Curve 


X acceleration CFC 60 none none none none none 1.3 33.7 Y 


Y acceleration CFC 60 none none none none none 6.0 31.7 Y 


Z acceleration CFC 60 none none none none none 59.6 51.1 N 


Roll rate  CFC 60 none none none none none 51.7 41.1 N 


Pitch rate  CFC 60 none none none none none 4.0 23.3 Y 


Yaw rate  CFC 60 none none none none none 15.7 8.3 Y 


P ANOVA Metrics 


List all the data channels being compared.  Calculate the ANOVA metrics 


using RSVVP and enter the results.  Both of the following criteria must be 


met: 


 The mean residual error must be less than five percent of the peak 


acceleration ( Peakae  05.0 ) and 


 The standard deviation of the residuals must be less than 35 percent 


of the peak acceleration ( Peaka 35.0 ) 


 


  M
e
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f 


R
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Pass? 


X acceleration/Peak 1.4 26.4 Y 


Y acceleration/Peak 1.29 27.3 Y 


Z acceleration/Peak 0.92 17.4 Y 


Roll rate  4.0 23.3 Y 


Pitch rate  1.7 28.0 Y 


Yaw rate  9.0 11.83 N 


 


The Analysis Solution (check one)  passes    does NOT pass all the criteria in Table E-2 (single-


channel time history comparison).  If the Analysis Solution does NOT pass, perform the analysis in Table 


E-3 (multi-channel time history comparison). 
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Table A-3.  Roadside Safety Validation Metrics Rating Table – Time History Comparisons (multi- 


  channel option). 


Evaluation Criteria (time interval [0.0 – 0.6 seconds]) 


Channels (Select which were used) 


  X Acceleration   Y Acceleration  Z Acceleration 


  Roll rate   Pitch rate   Yaw rate 


Multi-Channel Weights 


 


- Area II method - 
 


X Channel:        0.190 


 


Y Channel:        0.249 
Z Channel:        0.061 
Yaw Channel:   0.249 
Roll Channel:    0.185 


Pitch Channel:  0.065 


O 
Sprague-Geer Metrics 


Values less or equal to 40 are acceptable. M P Pass? 


13.4 26.5 Y 


P 


ANOVA Metrics 


Both of the following criteria must be met: 


 The mean residual error must be less than five percent of the 
peak acceleration   


( Peakae  05.0 ) 


 The standard deviation of the residuals must be less than 35 


percent of the peak acceleration ( Peaka 35.0 ) 
M


e
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 R
e
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Pass? 


2.8 21.4 Y 


 


The Analysis Solution (check one)  passes    does NOT pass all the criteria in Table E-3. 
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PART IV: PHENOMENA IMPORTANCE RANKING TABLE 


 Table E-4 is similar to the evaluation tables in Report 350 and MASH.  For the Report 350 or 


MASH test number identified in Part I (e.g., test 3-10, 5-12, etc.), circle all the evaluation criteria 


applicable to that test in Table E-4.  The tests that apply to each criterion are listed in the far right 


column without the test level designator.  For example, if a Report 350 test 3-11 is being compared (i.e., 


a pickup truck striking a barrier at 25 degrees and 100 km/hr), circle all the criteria in the second column 


where the number “11” appears in the far right column.  Some of the Report 350 evaluation criteria 


have been removed (i.e., J and K) since they are not generally useful in assessing the comparison 


between the known and analysis solutions.   
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Table A-4.  Evaluation Criteria Test Applicability Table. 


Evaluation 
Factors 


 Evaluation Criteria 
Applicable Tests 


 


Structural 
Adequacy 


A 


Test article should contain and redirect the vehicle; the vehicle 
should not penetrate, under-ride, or override the installation 
although controlled lateral deflection of the test article is 
acceptable.  


10, 11, 12, 20, 21, 22, 35, 36, 
37, 38 


B 
The test article should readily activate in a predictable manner by 
breaking away, fracturing or yielding.  


60, 61, 70, 71, 80, 81 


 
C 


Acceptable test article performance may be by redirection, 
controlled penetration or controlled stopping of the vehicle.  


30, 31,, 32, 33, 34, 39, 40, 41, 
42, 43, 44, 50, 51, 52, 53 


Occupant 
Risk 


D 


Detached elements, fragments or other debris from the test article 
should not penetrate or show potential for penetrating the 
occupant compartment, or present an undue hazard to other traffic, 
pedestrians or personnel in a work zone.  


All 


E 


Detached elements, fragments or other debris from the test article, 
or vehicular damage should not block the driver’s vision or 
otherwise cause the driver to lose control of the vehicle. (Answer 
Yes or No) 


70, 71 


F  
The vehicle should remain upright during and after the collision 
although moderate roll, pitching and yawing are acceptable.  


All except those listed in 
criterion G 


  G 
It is preferable, although not essential, that the vehicle remain 
upright during and after collision.  


12, 22 (for test level 1 – 30, 
31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 
39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44) 


H 


Occupant impact velocities should satisfy the following: 


Occupant Impact Velocity Limits (m/s) 


Component Preferred Maximum 
 


10, 20, 30,31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 
40, 41, 42, 43, 50, 51, 52, 53, 
80, 81 Longitudinal and 


Lateral 
9 12 


 


Longitudinal 3 5 
 


60, 61, 70, 71 


I 


Occupant ridedown accelerations should satisfy the following: 


Occupant Ridedown Acceleration Limits (g’s) 


Component Preferred Maximum 
 


10, 20, 30,31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 
40, 41, 42, 43, 50, 51, 52, 53, 
60, 61, 70, 71, 80, 81 Longitudinal and 


Lateral 
15 20 


 


Vehicle 
Trajectory L 


The occupant impact velocity in the longitudinal direction should 
not exceed 40 ft/sec and the occupant ride-down acceleration in 
the longitudinal direction should not exceed 20 G’s. 


11,21, 35, 37, 38, 39 


M 
The exit angle from the test article preferable should be less than 60 
percent of test impact angle, measured at the time of vehicle loss of 
contact with test device. 


10, 11, 12, 20, 21, 22, 35, 36, 
37, 38, 39 


N Vehicle trajectory behind the test article is acceptable. 
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 39, 42, 43, 
44, 60, 61, 70, 71, 80, 81 


 


 Complete Table E-5 according to the results of the known solution (e.g., crash test) and the 


numerical solution (e.g., simulation).  Consistent with Report 350 and MASH, Task E-5 has three parts: 
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the structural adequacy phenomena listed in Table E-5a, the occupant risk phenomena listed in Table E-


5b and the vehicle trajectory criteria listed in Table E-5c.  If the result of the analysis solution agrees with 


the known solution, mark the “agree” column “yes.”  For example, if the vehicle in both the known and 


analysis solutions rolls over and, therefore, fails criterion F1, the known and the analysis columns for 


criterion F1 would be evaluated as “no.”  Even though both failed the criteria, they agree with each 


other so the “agree” column is marked as “yes.” Any criterion that is not applicable to the test being 


evaluated (i.e., not circled in Table E-4) should be indicated by entering “NA” in the “agree?” column for 


that row. 


 Many of the Report 350 evaluation criteria have been subdivided into more specific 


phenomenon.  For example, criterion A is divided into eight sub-criteria, A1 through A8, that provide 


more specific and quantifiable phenomena for evaluation.  Some of the values are simple yes or no 


questions while other request numerical values.  For the numerical phenomena, the analyst should 


enter the value for the known and analysis result and then calculate the relative difference.  Relative 


difference is always the absolute value of the difference of the known and analysis solutions divided by 


the known solution.  Enter the value in the “relative difference” column.  If the relative difference is less 


than 20 percent, enter “yes” in the “agree?” column.   


 Sometimes, when the values are very small, the relative difference might be large while the 


absolute difference is very small.  For example, the longitudinal occupant ride down acceleration (i.e., 


criterion L2) in a test  might be 3 g’s and in the corresponding analysis might be 4 g’s.  The relative 


difference is 33 percent but the absolute difference is only 1 g and the result for both is well below the 


20 g limit.  Clearly, the analysis solution in this case is a good match to the experiment and the relative 


difference is large only because the values are small.  The absolute difference, therefore, should also be 


entered into the “Difference” column in Table E-5. 


 The experimental and analysis result can be considered to agree as long as either the relative 


difference or the absolute difference is less than the acceptance limit listed in the criterion.  Generally, 


relative differences of less than 20 percent are acceptable and the absolute difference limits were 


generally chosen to represent 20 percent of the acceptance limit in Report 350 or MASH.  For example, 


Report 350 limits occupant ride-down accelerations to those less than 20 g’s so 20 percent of 20 g’s is 4 


g’s.  As shown for criterion L2 in Table E-5, the relative acceptance limit is 20 percent and the absolute 


acceptance limit is 4 g’s.  


 If a numerical model was not created to represent the phenomenon, a value of “NM” (i.e., not 


modeled) should be entered in the appropriate column of Table E-5.   If the known solution for that 


phenomenon number is “no” then a “NM” value in the “test result” column can be considered to agree.  


For example, if the material model for the rail element did not include the possibility of failure, “NM” 


should be entered for phenomenon number T in Table E-5.  If the known solution does not indicate rail 


rupture or failure (i.e., phenomenon T = “no”), then the known and analysis solutions agree and a “yes” 


can be entered in the “agree?” column.  On the other hand, if the known solution shows that a rail 


rupture did occur resulting in a phenomenon T entry of “yes” for the known solution, the known and 


analysis solutions do not agree and “no” should be entered in the “agree?” column.  Analysts should 
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seriously consider refining their model to incorporate any phenomena that appears in the known 


solution and is shown in Table E-5.  


 All the criteria identified in Table E-4 are expected to agree but if one does not and, in the 


opinion of the analyst, is not considered important to the overall evaluation for this particular 


comparison, then a footnote should be provided with a justification for why this particular criteria can 


be ignored for this particular comparison. 


Table A-5(a).  Roadside Safety Phenomena Importance Ranking Table (Structural Adequacy). 


Evaluation Criteria 
Known 


Result 


Analysis 


Result 


Difference 


Relative/ 


Absolute 


Agree? 


St
ru


ct
u


ra
l A


d
eq


u
ac


y 


A  


A1 


Test article should contain and redirect the vehicle; the 


vehicle should not penetrate, under-ride, or override the 


installation although controlled lateral deflection of the 


test article is acceptable. (Answer Yes or No) 


Y Y  Y 


A2 


Maximum dynamic deflection: 


- Relative difference is less than 20 percent or 


- Absolute difference is less than 6 inches 


27.2 in 27.2 in 
0 % 


0 in 
Y 


A3 


Length of vehicle-barrier contact: 


- Relative difference is less than 20 percent or 


- Absolute difference is less than 6.6 ft 


22.7 ft 25.1ft 
10.6 % 


2.4 ft 
Y 


A4 
Number of broken or significantly bent posts is less than 20 


percent. 
0 0  Y 


A5 Did the rail element rupture or tear (Answer Yes or No) No No  Y 


A6 Number of detached post-rail connections. 2 2  Y 


A7 
Was there significant snagging between the vehicle wheels 


and barrier elements (Answer Yes or No). 
Y Y  Y 


A8 
Was there significant snagging between vehicle body 


components and barrier elements (Answer Yes or No). 
N N  Y 
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Table A-5(b).  Roadside Safety Phenomena Importance Ranking Table (Occupant Risk). 


Evaluation Criteria 
Known 


Result 


Analysis 


Result 


Difference 


Relative/ 


Absolute 


Agree? 


O
cc


u
p


an
t 


R
is


k 


D 


Detached elements, fragments or other debris from the 


test article should not penetrate or show potential for 


penetrating the occupant compartment, or present an 


undue hazard to other traffic, pedestrians or personnel in a 


work zone. (Answer Yes or No) 


N N  Y 


F 


F1 


The vehicle should remain upright during and after the 


collision although moderate roll, pitching and yawing are 


acceptable. (Answer Yes or No) 


Y Y  Y 


F2 


Maximum  roll of the vehicle at 0.6 seconds: 


- Relative difference is less than 20 percent or 


- Absolute difference is less than 5 degrees. 


25 


deg 


30 


deg 


20% 


5 deg 
Y 


F3 


Maximum pitch of the vehicle at 0.6 seconds: 


            - Relative difference is less than 20 percent or 


            - Absolute difference is less than 5 degrees. 


10.7 


deg 


9.1 


deg 


15% 


1.6 deg 
Y 


F4 


Maximum yaw of the vehicle at 0.6 seconds: 


- Relative difference is less than 20 percent or 


- Absolute difference is less than 5 degrees. 


41.2 deg 
50.4 


deg 


22% 


9.2 deg 
N 


L 


L1 


 


Occupant impact velocities: 


- Relative difference is less than 20 percent or 


- Absolute difference is less than 2 m/s.     


 Longitudinal OIV (m/s) 4.6 5.3 
15 


0.7 m/s 
Y 


 Lateral OIV (m/s) 
5.8 5.8 0% 


0 m/s 


Y 


 THIV (m/s) 6.9 7.4 
7.2% 


0.5 m/s 
Y 


L2 


Occupant accelerations: 


- Relative difference is less than 20 percent or 


- Absolute difference is less than 4 g’s. 


    


 Longitudinal ORA 11.5 10.2 
11.3 % 


1.3 g 
Y 


 Lateral ORA 
11.2 11.1 0.9 % 


0.1 g 


Y 


 PHD 
11.7 13.6 16.2 % 


1.9 g 


Y 


 ASI 
1.01 0.99 2% 


0.02 g 


Y 
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Table A-5(c).  Roadside Safety Phenomena Importance Ranking Table (Vehicle Trajectory). 


Evaluation Criteria 
Known 


Result 


Analysis 


Result 


Difference 


Relative/ 


Absolute 


Agree? 


V
eh


ic
le


 T
ra


je
ct


o
ry


 


M 


M1 


The exit angle from the test article preferable should be 


less than 60 percent of test impact angle, measured at the 


time of vehicle loss of contact with test device. 


55% 106%  N 


M2 


Exit angle at loss of contact: 


- Relative difference is less than 20 percent or 


- Absolute difference is less than 5 degrees. 


13.5 


deg 


25.7 


deg 


90% 


12.2 deg 
N 


M3 


Exit velocity at loss of contact: 


- Relative difference is less than 20 percent or 


- Absolute difference is less than 6.2 mph. 


44 


mph 


37.3 


mph 


15% 


6.7 mph 
Y 


M4 
One or more vehicle tires failed or de-beaded during the 


collision event (Answer Yes or No). 
Y Y  Y 


 


The Analysis Solution (check one)  passes    does NOT pass all the criteria in Tables E-5a through E-


5c  with exceptions as noted  without exceptions . 


 


The error in yaw angle is thought to be due to the slight increase in pitch angle, which allowed the rear 


bumper of the pickup model to pass over the top of the rail, resulting in higher yaw angle as the vehicle 


was exiting the system. This had a minor effect on the overall performance of the system and kinematics 


of the vehicle. 
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Figure A-1.   Comparison metrics for the x-acceleration channel. 
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Figure A-2.  Comparison metrics for the y-acceleration channel. 
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Figure A-3. Comparison metrics for the z-acceleration channel. 
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Figure A-4.  Comparison metrics for the yaw-rate channel. 
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Figure A-5.  Comparison metrics for the roll-rate channel. 
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Figure A-6.  Comparison metrics for the pitch-rate channel. 
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INTRODUCTION 


The Washington State Department of Transportation (WS DOT) created a field manual and data entry 


form for assessing guardrail condition.  The WS DOT field guide uses the information from NCHRP 656 as a 


basis with some changes recommended by WS DOT maintenance personnel.  The WS DOT field manual and 


data entry form are available for download as PDF documents as shown in the June QPR Attachments D 


through F.  These documents serve as a guide for inspectors while assessing guardrail condition and as a format 


for data collection.   


The practicality and ease of use will be greatly improved by creating an interactive and downloadable 


version of the guardrail condition assessment as a web utility.  Once available as a webpage, the field guide 


could be downloaded as a PDF, used on the web or converted to smart phone App.  This Attachment reports on 


a brief experiment that was performed to see how easily a web application could be converted into a smart 


phone app. 


 


Figure 1:  Guardrail Condition Assessment (GCA) Webpage and App. 
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BACKGROUND 


The WSDOT Field Guide for Guardrail Condition Assessment mentions in its acknowledgement section 


that its content was reproduced from NCHRP Report 656 “Criteria for Restoration of Longitudinal Barriers”.  In 


the Guardrail Condition Assessment (GCA) smart phone application, the figures and explanations for individual 


conditions were taken directly from the WSDOT Field Guide for Guardrail Condition Assessment.  The Data 


entry form, the interactive form section of the smart phone application, is derived from that of the WSDOT data 


entry form but was modified in sections where real field conditions would require it to be. 


METHODS 


In order for an inspector to use the assessment in the field with interactive data entry, the need for more 


spaces to insert the condition of a particular post was necessary.   As seen in Figure 2 the GCA App allows an 


inspector to select the post type that makes up the rail system and then enter the number of posts with up to 6 


different conditions including missing posts, rotten posts, broken posts, bent posts, cracked posts, or posts in 


good condition.  This is different than the WSDOT data entry form because, as is also seen in Figure 2, an 


inspector would only be able to use this section for one condition type.  In the case that several conditions were 


found among the posts in a system, an inspector would need to print multiples of this section. 


 


Figure 2:  Comparison of Post and block out sections between the WSDOT Field guide and the GCA App 
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RESULTS 


By using a format for the GCA App that accommodates real conditions and real numbers for inspectors 


to use, the inspection process becomes simpler, consistent, and less time consuming than previous techniques.  


Another benefit to the GCA smart phone App is that no paper copies are required for condition assessment.  


When paper copies are used, the result could be frustration with organization attempts, lack of reference to 


required material because of the need to flip through pages and find them, which could lead to an unproductive 


and incomplete condition assessment.   


In time, the GCA App will become developed to the point where an inspector can submit the form 


directly from their smart phone to be analyzed by a program that would in turn supply the inspector with a 


condition rating, replacement requirements, and recommendations with level of urgency. 


CONCLUSIONS 


A smart phone application for assessing guardrail condition will greatly improve inspector efficiency 


and diligence, and will improve ease of inspection.  Removing paper copies from the process will make 


inspections easier and less prone to transcription errors and in turn will be more organized, productive, and 


complete assessments.  The ability to submit a complete assessment and receive required and recommended 


replacements or improvements will increase attention to dangerous conditions and improve timely remedial 


actions. 
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INTRODUCTION 


This report presents the results of a study for developing inspection guidelines for 


highway maintenance engineers and maintenance supervisors to assess the level of damage and 


effectiveness of damaged guardrail installations based on quantitative assessment criteria. The 


guidance developed in this study will build upon and add to the guidelines presented in Report 


656.   


The purpose of this task was to quantify the effects of various levels of post deterioration 


on system performance. The guardrail post is a fundamental aspect of a guardrail system and its 


response during a crash event is important to the overall performance of the system.  The posts 


are intended absorb energy as they rotate through the soil during collisions.  If the posts do not 


have sufficient strength they will fracture prematurely, resulting in excessive deflection of the w-


beam rail element which may lead to rail forces that exceed its capacity. As posts deteriorate the 


strength capacity of the posts will decline. Thus, it is important to develop a field-assessment 


procedure for measuring guardrail post strength degradation to ensure proper performance of the 


guardrail system. 


 Background 


There is no particular standard at this time for quantifying the degree of rot or 


deterioration in a guardrail post.  The approach typically used by the states is simply to replace 


any posts with visible deterioration under the assumption that if rot is visible there is probably 


also a great deal of non-visible rot; especially below the groundline.  The power industry, 


however, experiences similar problems with wooden utility poles.  Like guardrail posts, utility 


poles remain in service for many years and can sometimes rot and deteriorate, often below 


ground.  There are some destructive test techniques that involve drilling multiple large (e.g., ¾”) 


holes in the pole and probing the interior but this would too greatly compromise the strength of 


the post.  Recently a new type of device has been developed (e.g., the Resistograph 


manufactured by IML is an example) that measures the torque of a 1/16” diameter drill bit as it is 


inserted into the wood.  The torque is measured as a function of length along the drill bit so any 


interior rot, voids or areas of low density are reflected in the torque measurement.  The results 


are compared to a baseline reading on healthy wood and if the results diverge by too much the 


pole is considered for replacement.  The resistograph can also drill at a 45 degree angle to obtain 


an indication of the subsurface condition of the post.  Since the drill bit is only 1/16” diameter it 


is not considered a destruction test and there is little effect on the post strength due to the very 


small size hole. 


OBJECTIVES 


The objectives of this study were to develop a process for estimating the degree of 


deterioration of a guardrail post and to quantify the effects of various levels of post deterioration 


on the crash performance of the guardrail system. 
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RESEARCH APPROACH 


The basic research approach was to measure the deterioration of a number of field-


extracted guardrail posts using a resistograph device, use pendulum tests to measure strength and 


failure properties of the post specimens, develop a methodology for correlating the data from the 


resistograph to the strength degradation of the posts. Then develop finite element models 


corresponding to specific levels of post degradation by calibrating the post material properties to 


those measured in the pendulum tests. Then, use FEA to quantify the effects of the various 


degrees of post strength on system performance.  The basic tasks for this study included:  


1. Obtain field-extracted wood guardrail posts from State DOT maintenance 


garages, 


2. Measure the degree of deterioration using the Resistograph, 


3. Use pendulum impact testing to measure strength of posts at various deterioration 


levels, 


4. Process pendulum test data and resistograph data to correlate levels of 


deterioration to strength degradation, 


5. Use FEA to quantify the effects of various levels of post deterioration (post 


strength degradation) on system performance.  


PHYSICAL TESTING 


Guardrail Post Test Articles 


The Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT) provided 140 guardrail posts with 


various levels of deterioration for the test program.  These posts were extracted from the ground 


from damaged guardrail installations in Ohio. It has not been confirmed, but all the posts are 


assumed to be of the Southern Yellow Pine (SYP) species, which is the post type primarily used 


in Ohio.  The posts all had round cross-section with nominal diameter size of 8 inches. The 


actual diameter size varied from 6.45 inches to 9.15 inches with standard deviation of 0.62 


inches. In some cases the smaller diameters were a result of shell loss due to deterioration.  The 


post lengths varied from approximately 5 to 6 ft, with the two most common lengths being 5 ft – 


6 inches and 5 ft – 10 inches. Figure 1 shows a photo of the guardrail posts provided by the Ohio 


DOT for use in the physical test program. In addition to the deteriorated posts, ODOT also 


donated three new (or unused) guardrail posts to the project so that the Resistograph 


measurements from the in-service posts could be compared directly to the corresponding values 


for new posts. 
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Figure 1.  Posts from Ohio DOT procured for the Physical Test Program 


Resistograph Measurements 


The deterioration of each post was measured using a resistance measuring device called 


IML Resi-F400 S, shown in Figure 2.  This device is manufactured by Instrument Mechanic 


Labor Systems Inc., located in Wiesloch, Germany. The resistograph (IML Resi-F400 S) is 


equipped with a drilling needle, 1/16 inch in diameter and with a length of 19 
5
/16 inches.  The 


drilling needle rotates at 1200 repetitions per minute as it penetrates the wood post.  The drilling 


needle uses a special drilling angle that closes the hole while drilling.  The drill-bit angle is 


designed to keep the saw dust and wood chips in the hole.  The angle/shape of the bit also packs 


the wood material when it is reversed to prevent the inner wood from becoming exposed to the 


elements. 


 


 


Figure 2. IML Resi-F400 S Resistograph 
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The resistograph records the torque resistance on the drilling needle as a function of 


drilling depth, as shown graphically in Figure 3.  In this example, a BCT post is tested at a point 


on the weak-side of the post directly across from the through-hole. The test results show 


reasonably uniform resistance across the thickness of the post, except for the sudden drop in 


torque from 2.66 inches to 5.16 inches (outlined at the top and bottom of the graph by the red 


lines). The location and the length of this zero resistance reading correspond to the location and 


diameter of the through-hole. The resistance, of course, falls to zero here because there is no 


wood in that section, but these same characteristics would be noted in a post that had wood rot or 


voids from insect damage. 


 


Figure 3.  Results of resistograph reading for test of guardrail post with 


prefabricated 2.5-inch diameter void. 


 


Wood posts are subject to decay and rot through several causes.  The area at and just 


below the ground line is of great concern because of the combination of moisture and air.  The 


instrument is capable of drilling at a 45 degree angle to the ground through the use of a 45 degree 


adapter and the instruments built in digital angle monitor.  Using the 45 degree adapter, the area 


below the ground level can be measured by the Resistograph.  The drilling needles used with the 


Resistograph are 19 
5
/16 inch in length and can, therefore, drill through an entire post at a 45 


degree angle that is as large as 13 ½ inches in diameter.  


Wood posts are also subject to inhabitation by ants and other small insects.  The 


degradation of wood fibers takes place because insects create living space within the wood or by 


ingesting wood fibers for nutrients.  In this scenario the damage can be done within any portion 


of the wood post.  It is good practice to sound a post in all instances while assessing its internal 


condition.  The sounding method is done by hitting a rubber mallet on the post while listening for 


differences in the tone from the impact.  This method is used to locate areas of concern so that 


drilling locations can be best determined.  If an area of concern is found with the sounding 
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method then the use of the Resistograph at a 90 degree angle to that location will give further 


insight as to the internal condition or extent of insect damage. 


For the current test program, each of the deteriorated posts was numbered (1-140) and the 


resistograph device was used to measure the drilling resistance of each post. The measurements 


were taken just below, or at, the groundline where the highest levels of deterioration were 


visuallygenerally evident.  With the posts extracted from ground, this critical area of the post was 


readily accessible, so the measurements were made at 90 degrees to the post.  Resistograph 


measurements were also made on the three new guardrail posts (labeled A, B and C) at the 


groundline location. 


Resistograph Data Processing and Interpretation 


The resistograph device measures the torque or amplitude on the drill bit as it drills into 


the wood at a constant rate, and it records the torque values at increments of approximately 0.004 


inches. The question is then, how to interpret this information in regards to its relationship with 


the effective strength of a guardrail post. The goal is to develop a procedure that yields a single 


quantitative value that represents the strength or capacity of the posts. 


A guardrail post can be viewed as a cantilevered beam with a concentrated lateral load at 


the end (particularly in these tests which involve a “rigid” foundation).  The stresses in the post 


arise from the resulting bending moment. Recalling that the stress profile through the cross-


section of a beam in pure bending can be calculated from the following equation: 


  
  


 
 


Where M is the bending moment, I is the moment of inertia of the beam and c is the 


distance from the neutral axis of the beam. Since M and I are constants, the stress then varies 


linearly through the cross-section, increasing from zero at the neutral axis to a maximum value at 


the outermost fiber of the beam. The maximum stress in the beam, often referred to as the 


modulus of rupture (MOR), can be computed for a circular post as follows: 


  


         
  


(
   


 )
 


 


(
   


 )
 


 


 
 


Where r is the radius of the beam and S is the section modulus. Thus, the maximum stress 


magnitude is inversely proportional to the radius cubed.  


Figure 4 shows the resistograph results for one of the new posts (i.e., Post A), illustrating 


a typical torque vs. depth plot through the cross section of a guardrail post. It is assumed that the 


torque resistance amplitude at each point is directly proportional to the strength of the post fibers 


at that location.  
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Figure 4.  Resistograph results for Post A. 


Weighting (Preliminary Procedure) 


Since the majority of the load is carried by the outer fibers, it seems logical then that the 


resistograph values at the outer fibers would be more meaningful than those in the center of the 


post where the stresses are lowest.  The research team is still in the process of developing a 


procedure for processing and interpreting the resistograph results; however, a preliminary 


procedure has been used thus far that simply: 


1. Computes a weight value based on the distance from the center of the post, 


2. Divides each weight value by the cumulative sum of the weights (so that the sum 


of the total weighted values is unity),  


3. Multiplies each torque amplitude by its corresponding weight , 


4. Sums all the weighted torque amplitudes to obtain a single cumulative weighted 


score, and then 


5. Scale the cumulative weighted score based on the shape factor (SF) for the post to 


obtain the effective Weighted Resistograph Score (WRS). 


The shape factor accounts for the relative increase (or decrease) in stresses in the post due 


to its section modulus. If the radius of the post is normalized to the nominal radius value of a 


guardrail post (i.e., 4 inches), then the resulting shape factor can be defined as: 


   (
 


 
)
 


 


Recall from the previous discussion that the stress magnitude is inversely proportional to 


the moment of inertia of the post.  The resulting WRS value will later be correlated to the 


pendulum test results to develop a relationship(s) for estimating the dynamic strength properties 


of wood guardrail posts.  
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NOTE: It may be more appropriate to consider strain energy rather than stress, 


particularly for the round post. In this case, the relative increase (or decrease) in strain energy in 


the post would be a function of (r/4)
4
. 
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Pendulum Testing 


Pendulum tests were conducted to assess the dynamic failure properties of the 


deteriorated posts. The tests were performed by the staff of the Federal Outdoor Impact 


Laboratory (FOIL) at the Federal Highway Administration’s Turner Fairbank Highway Research 


Center in McLean, Virginia.  


Scope 


Two series of tests were performed. The target impact conditions for the first series of 


tests were a 2,372-lb rigid pendulum impacting the posts at an impact speed of 20 mph at a 


height of 21.5 inches above ground. A review of the tests results indicated that the inertial 


response of the posts may have significantly influenced the pendulum mounted accelerometer 


data. The 20 mph impact speed resulted in much more energy than was required to break the post 


so the excess energy resulted in extraneous signal ringing.  Finding an impact speed just fast 


enough to consistently break the post would help provide a cleaner signal with less noise.  Thus, 


a second series of tests was conducted in which the target impact speed was reduced to 10 mph. 


A total of 22 tests were conducted at 20 mph and a total of 31 tests were conducted at 10 mph. 


The complete test matrices are shown below in Table 1 and Table 2. 
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Table 1. Test Series 1 (2,372-lb pendulum, velocity = 20 mph, impact point = 21.5 inches) 


 


bottom mid top


(in) (lbs) (hours) (lbs) (in) (in) (in) (in3) (lb/ft3) (in) (%) (rings/in)


13009B 9/24/2013 3 66 61 23.5 24 24.5 3025.22 34.84 7.64 42.98 19 5.0


13009C 9/24/2013 1 66 88 23.25 21.25 24.75 2798.54 54.34 6.76 > 50 30 8.9


13009D 9/24/2013 2 66 52 22.375 22.38 22.875 2669.14 33.66 7.12 39.82 14 3.9


13009E 9/24/2013 7 66 * 69 23.5 23.5 23.75 2921.09 40.82 7.48 30 8.0


13009F 9/24/2013 12 66 * 67 22 20.75 22 2446.65 47.32 6.60 46.8 23 7.0


13009G 9/24/2013 4 66 * 85 24.375 24 24.25 3077.97 47.72 7.64 18 4.7


13009H 9/25/2013 36 66 * 74 23 20.5 22.5 2542.02 50.30 6.53 > 50 25 7.7


13009I 9/25/2013 14 66 * 104 25.5 25.5 25 3370.69 53.32 8.12 > 50 30 7.4


13009J 9/25/2013 15 66 * 58 21.25 22 23.75 2619.64 38.26 7.00 > 50 18 5.1


13009K 9/25/2013 B 66 * 71 23 22.75 22.75 2738.25 44.81 7.24 21 5.8


13009L 9/25/2013 A 66 * 72 23 22.75 22.75 2738.25 45.44 7.24 34 9.4


13009M 9/25/2013 13 66 * 87 26.25 24.5 24.5 3304.49 45.49 7.80 > 50 25 6.4


13009N 9/26/2013 62 66 37 17 64 24 24.25 24.25 3067.38 36.05 7.72 > 50 25 6.5


13009O 9/26/2013 40 66 60 18 87 26.25 24.5 24.5 3304.49 45.49 7.80 > 50 28 7.2


13009P 9/26/2013 19 66 53 19 69 24.75 24.75 26.75 3392.90 35.14 7.88 > 50 18 4.6


13009Q 9/26/2013 22 66 76 19.5 100 28.5 28 28.5 4216.28 40.98 8.91 47.7 30 6.7


13009R 9/26/2013 18 66 71 20 72 24.25 24.5 25 3174.07 39.20 7.80 > 50 24 6.2


13009S 9/26/2013 46 66 83 20.5 116 28.5 28.75 27.5 4191.52 47.82 9.15 > 50 40 8.7


13009T 9/27/2013 74 60 35 17 42 20 20.75 22 2088.94 34.74 6.60 > 50 23 7.0


13009U 9/27/2013 41 60 58 17.5 61 24.5 23.5 23 2674.34 39.41 7.48 28.125 26 7.0


13009V 9/27/2013 38 66 46 18 58 20.75 21.25 22.25 2409.01 41.60 6.76 > 50 19 5.6


13009W 9/27/2013 39 66 42 18.5 53 20.25 20.25 20.25 2153.70 42.52 6.45 > 50 14 4.3


Test No. Test Date Post Number Length


Initial 


Weight


Soak 


Time


Soak 


Weight


Circumference


Volume


Wet 


Density


Groundline 


Diameter


Moisture @ 


Groundline
Ring DensityNumber 


of Rings
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Table 2.  Test Series 2 (2,372-lb pendulum, velocity = 20 mph, impact point = 21.5 inches) 


 


bottom mid top


(in) (lbs) (hours) (lbs) (in) (in) (in) (in3) (lb/ft3) (in) (rings/in)


13009Y 10/1/2013 43 66.0 65.0 17.0 85 24.3 23.8 24.3 3046.3 48.2 7.6 22 5.8


13009Z 41548 56 66.0 71.0 18.5 92 25.5 25.8 24.8 3370.7 47.2 8.1 30 7.4


13009A1 41548 50 66.0 69.0 19.0 74 24.5 23.0 25.5 3109.8 41.1 7.4 47 12.7


13009B1 41548 31 66.0 59.0 19.5 70 23.5 24.3 24.3 3025.2 40.0 7.6 17 4.5


13009C1 41548 47 66.0 69.0 20.0 93 27.0 25.5 24.8 3482.5 46.1 8.0 27 6.8


13009D1 41548 55 66.0 51.0 20.5 63 22.3 22.5 23.5 2718.3 40.0 7.3 26 7.1


13009 E1 41548 32 60.0 103.0 21.0 119 26.8 26.8 27.8 3502.2 58.7 8.8 26 5.9


13009F1 41548 88 60.0 41.0 21.5 56 23.0 23.8 24.3 2674.3 36.2 7.6 20 5.3


13009G1 41549 71 60.0 61.0 18.0 70 26.0 23.5 23.3 2807.8 43.1 7.6 30 7.9


13009H1 41549 30 60.0 67.0 18.5 73 26.0 25.3 24.5 3044.1 41.4 8.0 28 7.0


13009I1 41549 76 60.0 70.0 19.0 75 28.3 26.3 25.5 3395.3 38.2 8.4 30 7.2


13009J1 41549 49 66.0 70.0 19.5 76 26.3 24.3 23.3 3174.1 41.4 7.5 30 8.0


13009K1 41549 29 66.0 72.0 20.0 80 23.0 22.0 23.3 2718.3 50.9 7.0 25 7.1


13009L1 41549 92 66.0 74.0 20.5 78 25.5 25.3 23.8 3239.0 41.6 8.0 32 8.0


13009M1 41549 68 66.0 65.0 21.0 69 24.0 23.3 22.8 2859.5 41.7 7.4 35 9.5


13009N1 41550 17 66.0 71.0 18.0 76 25.0 25.5 25.5 3370.7 39.0 8.0 30 7.5


13009O1 41550 94 66.0 37.0 18.5 47 21.3 20.8 20.8 2297.8 35.3 6.6 20 6.1


13009P1 41550 44 66.0 61.0 19.0 80 24.0 23.3 23.0 2879.9 48.0 7.6 30 7.9


13009Q1 41550 53 66.0 52.0 19.5 68 25.0 24.3 25.8 3282.6 35.8 7.6 24 6.3


13009R1 41550 84 66.0 72.0 20.0 84 24.5 22.3 22.5 2798.5 51.9 6.6 30 9.1


13009S1 41550 21 66.0 97.0 20.5 109 29.0 25.8 23.8 3596.1 52.4 8.0 50 12.6


13009T1 41550 63 66.0 57.0 21.0 62 24.0 23.5 23.5 2941.8 36.4 7.5 30 8.0


13009U1 41550 65 60.0 58.0 21.5 68 26.3 24.3 23.5 2905.1 40.4 7.6 32 8.4


13009V1 41555 90 66.0 37.0 18.0 49 21.8 22.3 22.5 2580.7 32.8 7.0 16 4.6


13009W1 41555 118 66.0 63.0 18.5 79 25.3 25.5 24.8 3326.5 41.0 7.7 28 7.3


13009X1 41555 81 66.0 69.0 19.0 87 24.0 22.5 22.3 2758.3 54.5 6.7 22 6.6


13009Y1 41555 123 66.0 74.0 19.5 92 26.0 26.3 25.0 3482.5 45.7 8.3 19 4.6


13009Z1 41555 61 66.0 73.0 20.0 90 27.0 26.0 27.0 3734.8 41.6 8.2 25 6.1


13009A2 41555 67 66.0 68.0 20.5 83 25.5 25.5 26.0 3460.0 41.5 8.2 21 5.1


13009B2 41555 126 66.0 77.0 21.0 93 25.8 26.3 26.0 3550.4 45.3 8.3 29 7.0


13009C2 41555 91 66.0 76.0 22.5 93 27.5 27.0 25.5 3734.8 43.0 8.6 37 8.6


Ring 


DensityNumber 
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It was stated by Hascal that,  


“As the moisture content of a wood post increases up to 23 percent, the strength of the 


wood fibers within the post decreases. Beyond 23 percent, the wood strength is fairly 


constant. In their actual use, the moisture content may exceed 23 percent, and therefore 


the posts would be saturated.”[Hascal07]  


In order to reduce the effects of moisture content, each wood post specimen was saturated 


prior to testing. Each specimen was cut to 66 inches long, weighed, and then soaked for several 


hours in an open water tank as shown in Figure 5.  In order to achieve realistic saturation of the 


posts (i.e., saturation below the groundline and air-dried above the groundline), only the portion 


of the posts that were to be embedded into the steel sleeve (i.e., below groundline) was 


submerged in the tank. The post specimens were again weighed after the soak just prior to 


testing. The circumferences of the posts were measured at the top, at the groundline and at the 


bottom of the posts to estimate the average diameter of the post. The average diameter, post 


length and weight of the post were then used to calculate the wet density for each post.  The 


number of rings for each post was counted and used to determine the average ring density for 


each post. The moisture content of each post was measured immediately after each pendulum 


test at several points through the cross-section along the break-line using an MT-10 moisture 


meter developed by AMPROBE.  The moisture meter was not able to obtain accurate readings 


when the moisture content exceeded 50 percent. In those cases the moisture content was reported 


as “greater than 50 percent”.  


 


Figure 5.  Photo of post specimen soaking in tank of water. 


Test Specimen Mounting Condition 


The tests were performed with the posts installed in a rigid steel sleeve, as shown in 


Figure 6. The sleeve was a 12 x 12 x ¼ inch steel tube fabricated from A500 Class B 58,000 psi 


structural steel. The top of the tube was reinforced with a 5-inch tall 13 x 13 x ½ inch steel tube 


welded to the main tube sleeve. The foundation sleeve was braced against the steel reinforced 


concrete wall on the inside of the ground-pit using a 7.4 ft long S20x86 structural steel section. 


The posts were mounted inside the sleeve at a nominal depth of 44.5 inches, except for the few 



http://www.amprobe.com/amprobe/usen/Environmental-Test/Water-Quality-Meters-/MT-10.htm?PID=73290
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cases in which the length of the post was too short (e.g., several of the posts were only 60 inches 


long, which resulted in an embedment of 38.5 inches). In all cases, the top mounting height of 


the posts was nominally 28 inches.  The posts were held in place inside the sleeve using 


structural grade pine boards (e.g., 2x8) that were press-fit against the back-side of the sleeve 


using a 1.0-inch diameter grade 8 set-screw. 


 


Figure 6.  Rigid steel sleeve used for post mounting. 


Equipment and Instrumentation 


Pendulum Device 


The striker for the tests was a 2,372-lb concrete pendulum with a semi-rigid nose, as 


shown in Figure 7. The semi-rigid nose, which was developed by researchers from Virginia Tech 


during the first phase of this study, was fabricated from a wooden block and covered with sheet 


metal. [Gabler10] The radius of chamfer at the center of the impactor face was 6 inches, which 


was based on measurements of a 2006 Chevrolet 1500 pickup truck. [Gabler10]    


 


Figure 7.  2,372-lb pendulum device with semi-rigid nose. 
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Accelerometers 


The pendulum was instrumented with three accelerometers mounted onto the backside of 


the pendulum mass. Two of the accelerometers recorded data in the x-direction (forward 


direction) and the third accelerometer recorded data in the z-direction (vertical direction). Figure 


8 provides a schematic showing the locations of the accelerometers.  


 


Figure 8.  Schematic of the accelerometer instrumentation for the pendulum tests. 


Photography Cameras 


The tests were also recorded using four high-speed cameras with an operating speed of 


500 frames per second and a digital video camera (∼30 fps). Figure 9 provides the specifications 


and the general placement of the high-speed cameras for the tests. The accelerometers and the 


high-speed video were triggered using pressure tape switches when the pendulum contacted the 


post.  The test setup and results were also documented with photographs taken before and after 


each test. 
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Figure 9.  High-speed camera specifications and placement. 


Impact Conditions 


Two test series were performed. In the first series, the 2,372-lb pendulum struck the post 


at 21.5 inches above grade at an impact speed of 20 mph; which resulted in a total kinetic energy 


of the striker of 31.7 ft-kips.  In the second series of tests, the impact velocity was reduced to 10 


mph, which resulted in a total kinetic energy of 7.92 kip-ft. The posts were oriented such that the 


post bolt-hole was in-line with the pendulum; which also coincided with the direction of 


measurement in the resistograph tests. 


Results 


NO. CAMERA LENS 
LENS 


(MM) 


ZOOM 


(MM) 


RESOLUTION 


(PIXELS) 


SPEED 


(FPS) 
LOCATION 


1 K3 Nikon 18-35 35 1280 X 1024 500 Left Rear Iso 


2 K3R Nikon 24-85 52 1280 X 1024 500 Right Perp. 


3 K3 Nikon 35-105 105 1280 X 1024 500 Left Perp. 


4 K3R Nikon 24-85 85 1280 X 1024 500 Right Rear Iso 


 


Y Axis


X Axis


(Y-353.56,X-633.98 


cm)


2 3


1


(Y-576.07, X-0.00 


cm)


Pendulu


m


(Y-646.17,X-0.0 cm)


4


(Y-646.17,X-0.0 cm)
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The x-channel accelerometer data was processed to obtain the accelerations of the 


pendulum during impact with the posts. The data was filtered using an SAE Class 60 filter with 


cutoff frequency 100 Hz. The impact force-time history response from each post was 


approximated by multiplying the acceleration-time history curves by the total mass of the 


pendulum.  The acceleration data was then integrated to obtain velocity-time history, and again 


integrated to obtain the displacement-time history of the pendulum. This information was then 


used to generate force-deflection response of the posts during impact.  The force-deflection 


curves were then integrated to obtain the energy-deflection curves. The results for each of the 


tests are shown in Appendix A for Test Series 1 (TBD) and Test Series 2.   


The diameter of the posts varied significantly among the test specimens (i.e., 6.45 inches 


to 9.15 inches with a standard deviation of 0.61 inches).  In some cases the reduction in diameter 


was due to deterioration, but there were also significant differences regarding the nominal 


diameter of the posts. Since the effects of diameter have already been incorporated into the 


Weighted Resi Score (WRS), it was not necessary to adjust for post diameter in the pendulum 


test results. Note that the objective here is to develop a relationship between the resistograph 


score and the strength properties of the posts.   


Although the intent of the rigid foundation tube was to create a “fixed” condition on the 


post at the groundline, the posts sometimes failed inside the foundation tube below the 


groundline, as illustrate in Figure 10.  Because of this, the moment arm (i.e., the distance from 


the impact point to the break point) was slightly different in each test.  Thus, it may make more 


sense to compare the maximum resistive moment in each test rather than maximum force.  One 


complication, however, is that the posts generally do not fail in a flat plane, let alone a 


perpendicular plane.  To obtain a rough estimate for the length of the moment arm in each test, 


the average distance from the impact point on the post to the break line on front and back side of 


the post was used.   


 


Figure 10.  Photo of Test 13009G1 showing Post 71 breaking below groundline. 
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Test Series 1 (20 mph Impact Speed) 


Table 3 provides the peak force, deflection at peak force, energy at peak force, moment at 


peak force, and the rupture energy for each post in Test Series 1. Figure 11 shows a plot of the 


peak impact force vs. WRS for the first test series (i.e., impact velocity = 10 mph. Figure 12 


shows a plot of the rupture energy (i.e., integrated force vs. deflection curve) vs. WRS for the 


first test series. The distance from the impact point to the break-line was not measured in this 


first series, thus the maximum resistive moment was not computed. The data points were fit 


using the linear regression trend line option in Excel and the resulting equation and R
2
 value are 


included on each of the plots. The R
2
 value of 0.25 and 0.38 for the linear regression fit of the 


peak force and the rupture energy data, respectively, indicates a large scatter of the data points. 


The scatter in data is also very evident from visual inspection.   


Table 3.  Test Results for Test Series 1 (2,372-lb pendulum, velocity = 20 mph, impact point 


= 21.5 inches) 


 


Force Deflection Energy Moment*


(in) (%) (lb) (kip) (in) (kip-in) kip-in (kip-in)


13009B 41541 3 5.0 7.6 43.0 61 9.9 5.8 1.5 4.4 131.2 6.7


13009C 41541 1 8.9 6.8 > 50 88 5.6 9.1 0.8 3.6 205.7 7.4


13009D 41541 2 3.9 7.1 39.8 52 5.5 7.1 0.9 3.0 159.8 9.3


13009E 41541 7 8.0 7.5 - 69 27.4 9.4 0.8 3.5 212.4 12.0


13009F 41541 12 7.0 6.6 46.8 67 12.9 7.6 0.9 3.1 171.9 8.4


13009G 41541 4 4.7 7.6 - 85 38.6 10.5 0.8 3.9 235.8 17.8


13009H 41542 36 7.7 6.5 > 50 74 13.6 8.2 2.4 5.4 184.2 9.3


13009I 41542 14 7.4 8.1 > 50 104 14.8 13.6 1.0 5.6 305.6 17.7


13009J 41542 15 5.1 7.0 > 50 58 6.4 8.2 1.0 3.5 184.9 8.5


13009K 41542 B 5.8 7.2 - 71 33.5 16.1 1.9 15.0 362.4 25.0


13009L 41542 A 9.4 7.2 - 72 32.3 19.1 2.2 17.5 429.4 37.2


13009M 41542 13 6.4 7.8 > 50 87 15.6 15.0 2.2 11.7 336.9 16.7


13009N 41543 62 6.5 7.7 > 50 64 4.5 - - - - -


13009O 41543 40 7.2 7.8 > 50 87 11.3 2.4 1.1 1.4 54.8 7.2


13009P 41543 19 4.6 7.9 > 50 69 11.0 7.1 0.8 2.8 159.0 6.6


13009Q 41543 22 6.7 8.9 47.7 100 24.1 8.5 5.0 27.0 191.1 35.1


13009R 41543 18 6.2 7.8 > 50 72 31.0 10.1 0.8 4.1 227.2 12.4


13009S 41543 46 8.7 9.2 > 50 116 26.8 9.5 0.9 3.9 214.2 10.3


13009T 41544 74 7.0 6.6 > 50 42 4.3 6.4 2.3 6.6 144.8 9.9


13009U 41544 41 7.0 7.5 28.1 61 18.6 20.7 2.1 14.8 465.3 22.4


13009V 41544 38 5.6 6.8 > 50 58 5.5 7.5 0.8 3.0 169.0 9.6


13009W 41544 39 4.3 6.4 > 50 53 15.1 7.4 0.8 2.9 166.0 9.3


* Moment computed based on estimated moment arm of 22.5 inches


- Data was not collected


Rupture 
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Figure 11.  Peak Force vs. WRS for Test Series 1 (v = 20 mph) 


 


 


Figure 12.  Rupture Energy vs. WRS for Test Series 1 (v = 20 mph) 


The results from this first series of tests raised a few concerns: 1) the kinetic energy of 


the striker greatly exceeded the energy required to break the posts, 2) the “inertial effects” of the 


impact seemed to overwhelm the bending response of the posts and 3) a significant portion of the 


energy measured in the impact was transferred into the broken post as kinetic energy. 


The term “inertial effects” is loosely defined here as the force required to initiate 


movement of the post’s mass at the beginning of the impact. As impact speed increases or post 


density increases, the inertial effect becomes more amplified. From the high-speed video it was 


apparent that the broken posts were moving at significant speeds after the impact. Since there 


was no convenient way to readily measure the speed of the broken post, it was therefore not 
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possible to quantify the amount of energy that was required to rupture the post.  From the test 


results, the highest energy expended in any impact was 5.4 ft-kips, while the majority of the 


posts broke at less than 1 ft-kip. This was significantly less than the kinetic energy of the striker, 


which was 31.7 ft-kips.  Based on these issues along with the scatter in the test results, it was 


decided to reduce the impact speed to 10 mph for the second series of tests.  The corresponding 


kinetic energy of the striker in the second series was 7.92 ft-kips.   


Test Series 2 (10 mph Impact Speed) 


Table 3 provides the peak force, deflection at peak force, energy at peak force, moment at 


peak force, and the rupture energy for each post in Test Series 2.  Figure 13 shows a plot of the 


peak impact force vs. WRS for the second test series (i.e., impact velocity = 10 mph).  Figure 14 


shows a plot of the maximum resistive moment vs. WRS for the second test series. Figure 15 


shows a plot of the rupture energy (i.e., integrated force vs. deflection curve) vs. WRS for the 


second test series.  The linear regression of the data for the peak force and peak moment curves 


yielded R
2
 values of 0.76, which indicated that both curves fit the data reasonably well.  


The linear regression fit of the rupture energy data yielded R
2
 value of 0.43, which 


indicates there was large scatter of the data points.  From visual inspection, however, it seems 


apparent that the rupture energy does indeed increase somewhat linearly with respect to WRS, 


with the exception of two data points corresponding to tests 13009Q and 13009Y1. In test 


13009Q, the post had a WRS value of 24.19 but resulted in a rupture energy of 6.0 kip-inches 


which was the lowest rupture energy of all posts tested. Likewise, Test 13009Y1 involved a post 


with a WRS value of 28.79 but resulted in a rupture energy greater than any post tested. In fact, 


the post stopped the pendulum in this test without fully rupturing the post.  Excluding those two 


data points from the plot, results in a reasonable fit to the data in all cases. The R
2
 value 


increased to 0.81for the curve fit to the peak force and peak moment data, while the R
2
 value 


increased to 0.68 for the curve fit to the rupture energy data, as shown in Figure 18.
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Table 4. Test Results for Test Series 2 (2,372-lb pendulum, velocity = 10 mph, impact point = 21.5 inches) 


 


Force Deflection Energy Moment


(in) (%) (lb) (kip) (in) (kip-in) kip-in (kip-in)


13009Y 10/1/2013 43 5.8 7.6 -999.0 85 30.0 9.9 2.5 7.9 230.8 18.1


13009Z 41548 56 7.3 8.2 45.1 92 29.0 7.6 3.8 12.9 194.3 24.3


13009A1 41548 50 12.8 7.3 -999.0 74 18.2 6.9 2.8 6.1 158.6 12.8


13009B1 41548 31 4.4 7.7 -999.0 70 5.1 4.2 2.4 5.1 97.6 7.6


13009C1 41548 47 6.7 8.1 0.0 93 26.7 5.2 2.7 5.4 127.3 18.4


13009D1 41548 55 7.3 7.2 37.7 63 21.4 8.8 3.0 11.0 228.3 21.6


13009 E1 41548 32 6.1 8.5 -999.0 119 50.1 15.4 4.7 29.5 402.0 43.8


13009F1 41548 88 5.3 7.6 -999.0 56 3.9 4.9 3.6 8.8 108.4 10.8


13009G1 41549 71 8.0 7.5 42.2 70 29.7 9.5 2.5 7.4 230.6 30.9


13009H1 41549 30 7.0 8.0 43.6 73 35.2 12.2 3.5 19.8 288.2 45.7


13009I1 41549 76 7.2 8.4 47.6 75 46.5 18.4 5.1 29.9 412.7 42.5


13009J1 41549 49 7.8 7.7 36.6 76 16.7 9.8 2.4 9.2 247.9 24.8


13009K1 41549 29 7.1 7.0 50.0 80 21.8 7.8 3.9 15.6 193.3 24.3


13009L1 41549 92 8.0 8.0 44.5 78 51.7 13.7 4.0 27.3 339.1 42.9


13009M1 41549 68 9.5 7.4 47.2 69 34.9 14.8 4.4 24.8 354.8 34.9


13009N1 41550 17 7.4 8.1 48.0 76 19.3 7.3 2.2 6.4 162.7 16.2


13009O1 41550 94 6.1 6.6 50.0 47 9.0 3.8 2.1 3.8 86.7 6.3


13009P1 41550 44 8.1 7.4 50.0 80 16.5 9.3 3.5 16.6 257.5 22.9


13009Q1 41550 53 6.2 7.7 47.6 68 24.5 4.3 1.1 1.8 97.2 6.0


13009R1 41550 84 8.5 7.1 49.7 84 20.9 8.0 2.7 7.1 175.3 23.0


13009S1 41550 21 12.2 8.2 50.0 109 38.4 8.5 2.3 8.7 217.8 18.5


13009T1 41550 63 8.0 7.5 37.3 62 30.3 9.7 7.6 24.3 213.2 33.2


13009U1 41550 65 8.3 7.7 50 68 18.5 8.2 3.6 10.0 186.0 17.8


13009V1 41555 90 4.5 7.1 50 49 3.3 3.2 2.4 3.4 70.6 6.8


13009W1 41555 118 6.9 8.1 50 79 13.7 5.3 2.1 4.9 121.0 9.7


13009X1 41555 81 6.1 7.2 50 87 15.1 6.1 4.0 14.3 141.3 30.7


13009Y1 41555 123 4.5 8.4 50 92 29.4 9.2 3.2 13.5 217.8 80.6


13009Z1 41555 61 6.0 8.3 45.5 90 33.6 11.6 4.4 30.3 294.2 43.5


13009A2 41555 67 5.2 8.1 50 83 29.3 10.6 3.5 17.1 239.5 26.0


13009B2 41555 126 6.9 8.4 50 93 40.6 13.1 5.0 24.0 304.2 47.2


13009C2 41555 91 8.6 8.6 46.16 93 47.3 17.5 3.8 20.0 364.1 36.8
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Energy
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Figure 13.  Peak Force vs. WRS for Test Series 2 (v = 10 mph) 


 


Figure 14.  Peak Moment vs. WRS for Test Series 2 (v = 10 mph) 
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Figure 15.  Rupture Energy vs. WRS for Test Series 2 (v = 10 mph) 


 


Figure 16.  Peak force vs. WRS for Test Series 2 (excluding Tests 13009Q1 and Test 


13009Y1). 
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Figure 17.  Peak moment vs. WRS for Test Series 2 (excluding Tests 13009Q1 and Test 


13009Y1). 


 


 


Figure 18.  Rupture Energy vs. WRS for Test Series 2 (excluding Tests 13009Q1 and Test 


13009Y1). 
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The purpose of this study was to quantify the effects of various levels of wood post 


deterioration on the crash performance of the G4(2W) strong-post guardrail system. The first 


phase of this study involved procuring guardrail post specimens with deterioration levels ranging 


from very poor to essentially undamaged; developing a procedure for quantifying the degree of 


deterioration, and correlating the degree of deterioration to the dynamic properties of the posts.  


  The Ohio DOT provided 140 wooden guardrail posts for use in this study. The posts 


were extracted from damaged guardrail installations and represented a wide range of wood 


deterioration.  A resistograph device was used quantify the degree of deterioration of each post, 


by drilling a 1/16
th


 inch diameter drill bit through the diameter of the each post at groundline and 


recording the torque resistance on the drilling needle as a function of drilling depth. This 


information was then processed to determine a deterioration score that represented the effective 


degradation in post strength.  The deterioration score was developed assuming that the 


resistograph data (i.e., torque amplitude on the drill bit) is linearly proportional to the local fiber 


strength (e.g., modulus) of the wood at each data point through the cross-section.  Accordingly, 


the resistograph data points were then weighted based on the effects of the measured strength 


and location within the cross-section with regard to the bending resistance (i.e., bending 


stresses). The weighted score was then scaled by a shape factor which was computed for each 


post based on the radius of the test specimen relative to the nominal value for post radius (i.e., 4 


inches).  This in effect corrects for the differences in post response due to variability in post 


diameter. This procedure is not yet fully developed, but this preliminary methodology has 


yielded reasonable correlation of the weighted resistograph score (WRS) to the pendulum test 


data. Another methodology that is being considered involves developing a “deterioration score” 


and shape factor based on strain energy in the post (TBD).  


Pendulum tests on the posts were conducted at the FOIL at the TFHRC in McLean, 


Virginia. Two series of tests were performed. The first series involved a 2,372-lb rigid pendulum 


impacting the posts at an impact speed of 20 mph at a height of 21.5 inches above ground. A 


review of the tests results indicated that the inertial response of the posts may have significantly 


influenced the pendulum-mounted accelerometer data. The 20 mph impact speed resulted in 


much more energy than was required to break the post so the excess energy resulted in 


extraneous signal ringing.  Thus, a second series of tests was conducted in which the target 


impact speed was reduced to 10 mph. A total of 22 tests were conducted in the first series at 20 


mph and, so far, 31 tests have been conducted in the second series at 10 mph.  


The test data from the second series of tests was found to correlate reasonably well with 


the WRS scores. Based on a least-squares regression analysis of the data it was determined that 


the peak force, peak moment and rupture energy all increase as a linear function of the WRS 


score, with R
2
 values (i.e., goodness of fit for the curves) of 0.81, 0.81 and 0.68, respectively. 


There was, of course, some scatter in the data which was expected due to the many 


variables that affect wood strength. The effects of moisture, however, were hopefully minimized 


in the tests since all the posts were soaked to saturation levels prior to testing. Other possible 


causes for error may be the result of erroneous resistograph measurements. The resistograph 


measurements were taken by drilling through the full diameter of the posts.  There were some 


cases in which the resistance did not fall back to zero when the drilling needle passed through the 


back-side of the post. This indicates that the needle likely encountered a “check” or a knot at 


some point during the test that turned the needle from its straight path and affected subsequent 


results (e.g., friction and bending of the needle were then added to the resistance measurements). 
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This was somewhat corrected in the data by estimating the most logical location for the start of 


the divergence and assuming that the error was increasing linearly for the duration of the test, as 


illustrated in Figure 19. A logical solution would be to drill only half the depth on each side of 


the post.  


 


Figure 19.  Resistograph data corrected for drift 


The first phase of this effort is essentially complete; however, there are a few additional 


pendulum tests planned for this part of the study. The next phase will involve development and 


validation for the wood post model for simulating the various degrees of post strength 


degradation due to deterioration. Finite element models of will be developed and used to 


simulate select cases from the pendulum tests.  Ideally, material tests should be performed on 


small samples of the posts to determine material properties, such as elastic modulus, Poisson’s 


ratio, yield strength, and tangent modulus. However, those efforts are beyond the scope of this 


project. The methodology used in [Plaxico98] will be adopted initially, in which the elastic 


constants are assumed to remain constant with the failure pressure being the only variable. In the 


study by Hascal, the modulus of elasticity was estimated using a stress wave technique in which 


a hammer was used to strike the end of the post and measure the time it takes for the stress wave 


to travel the length of the post.[Hascal07]  Using the wave velocity and the mass density of the 


post the average elastic modulus can be determined.  


Unfortunately, Hascal did not report the elastic modulus values in his report. Another 


option that will be considered is to consult with the researchers at Washington State University 


who are conducting a study for Washington State DOT (WSDOT) and PacTrans to evaluate non-


destructive evaluation (NDE) instruments for determining wood post deterioration. They are also 


using physical tests (e.g., static bend tests) to develop a correlation between NDE test results and 


post strength response in the static load tests. The data from their study may be very helpful for 


approximating the material properties needed for the finite element models.  


Once the development of the F.E. models for each specific level of deterioration (TBD) is 


complete, the post models will then be incorporated into the finite element model of the G4(2W) 


guardrail system which was validated in Task 4A-1.  The crash performance of the guardrail will 


then be evaluated using FEA to determine the effects of post strength degradation. The current 
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scope of this effort involves evaluation of the G4(2W) with all the posts for a given scenario 


being of equal strength.  A more critical scenario, however, may be a case where an aged 


guardrail system has been damaged and only a few posts are replaced with new posts. For 


example, if all the posts are significantly weakened, then it is possible that the system will simply 


behave as a weak-post guardrail, in which the posts upstream of the vehicle continue to fail at an 


appropriate time resulting in safe redirection. On the other hand, if a few strong posts are 


installed adjacent to severely weakened posts, then the additional deflections that may occur due 


to the weaker posts being broken during impact, could lead to severe pocking as the vehicle 


approaches the stronger posts. 
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APPENDIX  A 


FOIL Test 13009 Summary Sheets 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009Y  


   Test Date:  01-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 43 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 7.64 inches 


  Moisture Content: 50% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 7.0 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 30 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009Z  


   Test Date:  01-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 56 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 8.12 inches 


  Moisture Content: 45.1% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 7.3 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 29 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009A1  


   Test Date:  01-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 50 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 7.4 inches 


  Moisture Content: 50% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 12.8 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 18.2 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009B1  


   Test Date:  01-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 31 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 7.64 inches 


  Moisture Content: 50% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 7.7 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 5.1 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009C1  


   Test Date:  01-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 47 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 7.96 inches 


  Moisture Content: N/A 


  Ring Density (avg.): 6.6 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 26.7 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009D1  


   Test Date:  01-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 55 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 7.32 inches 


  Moisture Content: 37.7% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 7.3 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 21.4 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009E1  


   Test Date:  01-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 32 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  60 inches 


  Post Diameter: 8.76 inches 


  Moisture Content: 50% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 6.1 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 50.1 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Ring density at bottom of post 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009F1  


   Test Date:  01-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 88 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  60 inches 


  Post Diameter: 7.56 inches 


  Moisture Content: 50% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 5.3 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 3.9 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Ring density at bottom of post 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009G1  


   Test Date:  02-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 71 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  60 inches 


  Post Diameter: 7.64 inches 


  Moisture Content: 42.2% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 8.0 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 35.2 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Ring density at bottom of post 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009H1  


   Test Date:  02-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 30 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  60 inches 


  Post Diameter: 7.96 inches 


  Moisture Content: 43.6% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 7.0 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 35.2 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009I1  


   Test Date:  02-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 76 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  60 inches 


  Post Diameter: 8.36 inches 


  Moisture Content: 47.6% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 7.2 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 46.5 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009-J1 


   Test Date:  02-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 49 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 7.48 inches 


  Moisture Content: 36.6% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 7.8 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 16.7 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 
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0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009K1  


   Test Date:  02-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 29 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 7.01 inches 


  Moisture Content: 50% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 7.1 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 21.8 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Ring density at bottom of post 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009L1   


   Test Date:  02-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 92 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 8.04 inches 


  Moisture Content: 44.5% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 8.0 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 51.7 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009M1   


   Test Date:  02-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 68 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 7.4 inches 


  Moisture Content: 47.2% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 9.5 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 34.9 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009N1   


   Test Date:  03-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 17 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 8.0 inches 


  Moisture Content: 48% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 7.4 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 19.3 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 


Ring density at bottom of post 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009O1   


   Test Date:  03-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 94 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 6.61 inches 


  Moisture Content:  50% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 6.1 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 9.0 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 


Ring density at bottom of post 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009P1   


   Test Date:  03-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 44 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 7.56 inches 


  Moisture Content:  50% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 8.1 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 16.5 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 


Ring density at bottom of post 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009Q1   


   Test Date:  03-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 53 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 7.64 inches 


  Moisture Content: 47.62% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 6.2 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 24.5 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 


Ring density at bottom of post 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009R1   


   Test Date:  03-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 84 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 6.61 inches 


  Moisture Content: 49.72% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 8.5 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 20.9 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 


Ring density at bottom of post 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009S1   


   Test Date:  03-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 21 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 7.96 inches 


  Moisture Content:  50% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 12.2 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 38.4 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 


Ring density at bottom of post 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009T1   


   Test Date:  03-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 63 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 7.48 inches 


  Moisture Content: 37.26% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 8.0 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 30.3 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 


Ring density at bottom of post 
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Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009U1   


   Test Date:  03-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 65 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  60 inches 


  Post Diameter: 7.64 inches 


  Moisture Content:  50% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 8.3 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 18.5 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 


Ring density at bottom of post 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009V1   


   Test Date:  08-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 90 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 7.01 inches 


  Moisture Content:  50% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 4.5 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 3.3 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 


Ring density at bottom of post 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009W1   


   Test Date:  08-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 118 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 7.72 inches 


  Moisture Content:  50% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 6.9 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 13.7 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 


Ring density at bottom of post 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009X1   


   Test Date:  08-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 81 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 6.69 inches 


  Moisture Content:  50% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 6.1 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 15.1 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 


Ring density at bottom of post 
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Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009Y1   


   Test Date:  08-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 123 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 8.28 inches 


  Moisture Content:  50% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 4.6 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 29.4 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.025 sec 


Ring density at bottom of post 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009Z1   


   Test Date:  08-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 61 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 8.2 inches 


  Moisture Content: 45.5% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 6.0 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 33.6 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 


Ring density at bottom of post 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009A2   


   Test Date:  08-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 67 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 8.2 inches 


  Moisture Content:  50% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 5.2 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 29.3 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 


Ring density at bottom of post 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009B2   


   Test Date:  08-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 126 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 8.28 inches 


  Moisture Content:  50% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 6.9 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 40.6 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 


Ring density at bottom of post 







Test Information_______________________ 


   Test Number: 13009C2   


   Test Date:  08-Oct-2013 


 


Post Properties________________________ 


  Post Number: 91 


  Post Type:  Round SYP 


  Post Length:  66 inches 


  Post Diameter: 8.6 inches 


  Moisture Content: 46.16% 


  Ring Density (avg.): 8.6 per inch 


  Weighted Resi Score: 47.3 


 


Pendulum Properties___________________ 


   Weight:  2,372 lb 


   Impact Speed: 10 mph 


   Impact Height: 21.5 inches 


Fractured Post 


0.050 sec 


0.075 sec 


0.100 sec 


0.025 sec 


Ring density at bottom of post 
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ATTACHMENT B 


 


NCHRP Project 22-28, FY 2011 


Criteria for Restoration of Longitudinal Barriers, Phase II 


Comments on the June 2013 Quarterly Report 


 


Comments from panel members on the June 2013 Quarterly Progress Report are shown below.  


Panel member comments are shown in a regular font and the research team’s response is shown 


in an italic font. 
 


Respondent No. 1 


The project appears to be making good progress. I applaud the cooperation and coordination with 


Washington State DOT on their guardrail inspection efforts. 


 


Thank you.  We think there is potential for a great deal of mutual benefit by coordinating and 


cooperating with each other. 


Respondent No. 2 


The research team appears to making good progress with respect to the FE modeling as well as 


with setting up the field testing of the guide. It is also good to see all the cooperation from the 


DOT folks from around the US. No other comments. 


 


Thank you. 


Respondent No. 3 


Sheet 6 and 7: In regard to Task 4A-3, appears the direction you are moving on this is the best at 


this time. 


 


As discussed in this month’s QPR we have made some good progress this quarter on this 


subtask. 


 


Sheet 10: In regard to Task 5, quantifying a repair priority is a difficult task as there may be a 


high priority repair necessary while another site may trump the high priority repair site due to a 


multiple minor repair site. I know our state has a difficult time with this as we provide a rating 


for each damage mode and these ratings are subtracted from 100 at each site to determine a 


sufficiency rating. We set up Region guardrail repair contracts to fix guardrail with sufficiency 


ratings less than 80. Hopefully in the future a prioritization chart or program could be developed. 


There will need to be a number of projects like this one that would need to be completed first 


before the prioritization of repair could be truly quantified. 


 


We certainly agree that prioritization is a difficult task.  The first step, however, is to assess each 


guardrail installation’s priority with respect to its performance.  The next step, as mentioned by 


the reviewer, is an equally important step – grouping and prioritizing a variety of individual sites 


into a contract or repair program.  While this project is focused primarily on the first, we will 


certainly keep the second in mind as we proceed. 
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No other comments, Thanks. 


Respondent No. 4 


 Page 5, second (un-numbered) paragraph. At the end of the paragraph it is noted that a 


new material model was developed under a project sponsored by FHWA. Just to 


completely tie this up, a statement about if FHWA has also accepted this new model 


would be helpful. 


FHWA doesn’t accept material models per se; however, they have encouraged the use of 


the wood model developed by APTEK.  The FHWA also funded the MwRSF to evaluate 


APTEK’s wood material model. MwRSF indicated that there were several issues with the 


accuracy and stability of the material model; however, it was not confirmed in the 


evaluation report if the problems were due to the material model characterization or the 


application of the model by MwRSF.  In any case, the APTEK model will be considered 


for use in the 22-28 project.  


 Page 6, first paragraph, third sentence; This is an editorial comment only. Should the 


wording “…is invoked dyna generates…” be revised to “…is invoked LS-DYNA 


generates…”? 


Yes. 


 No other comments at this time. Overall, good QPR. 


Thank you. 


Respondent No. 5 


It appears the research team made significant progress in model development and validation 


which I hope will facilitate and expedite subsequent tasks. 


 


As expected predicting the behavior wood and soil is challenging to say the least. Good to read 


that a new model analyzing wood posts has been developed and that two different methods of 


analyzing the post-soil reaction have been used successfully in the past. 


 


Leveraging the ongoing work by WSDOT is a plus. 


 


Good job. 


 


Thank you. 


Respondent No. 6 


No comment. 


Respondent No. 7 


Great progress, I am particularly excited about the collaboration with WSDOT and the 


advantages that might bring. 
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Thank you. 


Respondent No. 8 


I have no comments on report. All looks to be going well. Please proceed. 


 


Thank you. 


Respondent No. 9 


Does the research team have a revised time table for completion of the research given some 


delays and trying to coordinate with the WSDOT project? 


 


A 12-month no-cost time extension for the project is being requested. The second phase 


of the study did not officially start until only four months ago we have discovered that 


coordinating with State DOTs to conduct field-testing and provide damaged guardrail materials 


is slow process at best, as is generally the case for “volunteer” work.   The time extension would 


also allow the research to better coordinate with the on-going Washington State projects 


regarding fine tuning the field guide design and assessment procedures.   


 


 


No additional comments 





